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Abstract

Metal-to-metal seals are critical components as their failure can lead to
leakage of hazardous fluids to the environment or to fatal failure of the
systems they operate on. Most systems are subjected to increasingly
more demanding conditions and deeper knowledge about how different
parameters affect the leakage is necessary to design seals with the de-
sired performance. Fundamental knowledge can be obtained by means
of numerical simulations, since it can provide in-situ information which
would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to obtain by means of
physical experiments only. Moreover, in the virtual experiments it is
possible isolate the effect of variations in a single parameter. However,
no model that can serve as a predictive tool and thus has been tested
against experimental results has been found in literature. The reason for
this is the complexity in accounting for both the multi-scale nature of
surface roughness and its intrinsic randomness. This lack have defined
the main objective of this work, i.e., to develop a model for the leakage
through metal-to-metal seals, which can output quantitative results that
can be used for comparison against experimental work. This has been
accomplished by including the stochastic nature of the surface topogra-
phy explicitly in a two-scale method. The model constructed following
this approach fulfills the requirement of giving a quantitative prediction
of metal-to-metal seals. Moreover, it also provides new insight on the
expected variability in leakage introduced by the stochastic nature of
the roughness.

A secondary objective has been to investigate the seal behaviour
during unloading, i.e., when the applied load is gradually released after
having caused significant plastic deformation. The reason for assessing
this topic is that metal-to-metal seals subjected to a certain load cy-
cle exhibit, at any given load, a significantly larger leakage during the
first loading than it does during the subsequent unloading for the same
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load. The numerical simulations of the seal behavior during unloading
also confirmed the smaller leakage during unloading. Moreover, it was
observed that a substantial load release was required before a signifi-
cant leakage increase could be detected and that the leakage remained
nearly constant up to that point. This is an important finding that can
be used when designing seals in order to account for stress relaxation
during service live.
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Chapter 1

Metal-to-metal seals

Static seals have been a common machine component for many years.
Seals were, to begin with, mainly developed and used to ensure that
operational requirements, such as maintaining pressure in a vessel, were
fulfilled. The total amount of fluid that leaked to the environment was
not considered to be relevant by itself. Their leakage performance was
therefore not seen to be very critical and little research was carried out
on seals because of this [1]. Due to more strict operational requirements
and environmental concerns, leakage started to be regarded as an im-
portant aspect to consider and seals also started to be seen as a critical
component. At that time, however, rubber seals occupied all the market
due to their cheap price. Because of this, metal-to-metal seals were still
not given much more attention than before [1]. In addition to that, sev-
eral difficulties arise in the study of metal-to-metal seals, which made
that the studies performed were often not done in depth. The most
important difficulties to overcome have been mainly (1) the building of
accurate models that can feasibly provide a solution for the problem
with the current computational power, (2) the identification of truly rel-
evant parameters to describe the topography and (3) the acquisition of
precise experimental measurements [2].

The reasons presented previously have led to a shortage of studies
that focus on metal-to-metal seals and that aim to explain leakage mech-
anisms and their fundamental behaviour. However, there are a number
of examples of applications that require specifications, in terms of tem-
perature and pressure, that rubber seals cannot fulfil. These include
nuclear applications, ultra-high vacuum vessels, petroleum recovery and
cryotechnic engines and in these cases metal-to-metal seals are used
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18 Chapter 1. Metal-to-metal seals

instead [3]. These are examples of applications where the seal is an ex-
tremely critical component, which calls for profound understanding of
their fundamental behaviour. This manifests the need for models and
predictive capability that can be applied when designing them.

When studying the leakage through metal-to-metal seals, it is re-
quired to understand the effect of the microscopic details present in the
topography. At the same time, however, component-scale experiments
are often required to obtain representative results. Therefore, interpre-
tation of experimental results alone tends to be difficult. A numerical
assessment of the problem can provide, however, valuable in-situ insight
on the influence that microscopic features of the topography have on
leakage. This information can then be used to explain the behaviour of
metal-to-metal seals in a component scale. In this work, an attempt has
been made to study the leakage through static metal-to-metal seals by
means of modelling and numerical simulations.

The rest of the Comprehensive Summary part of the thesis is organ-
ised as follows. First, a more detailed description of the metal-to-metal
seal and the problems addressed in this thesis is given in the following
sections of this chapter. Later, in Chapter 2, a review of the models
available in literature that can be used to model metal-to-metal seals
is given. Chapter 3 then presents research gaps and the objectives of
this work. Chapter 4 describes the models and the associated numerical
methods developed to address the objectives of the work and Chapter 5
presents the results obtained with these. Finally, Chapter 6 summarises
the main conclusions and Chapter 7 suggests research lines to be followed
in the future.

1.1 The typical geometry and topography of a
metal-to-metal seal

The key element of a metal-to-metal seal is the interface between two
surfaces pressed against each other. In a global perspective, the geom-
etry of such interface is rather simple. For instance, the geometry of
a flat metal-to-metal seal can be characterised by an inner and outer
radius. In the most common configuration (although not the only one
possible) one of the two surfaces is rough and soft while the other one is
harder and smooth. An example of such configuration can be a turned
copper surface facing a polished steel surface.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the different components present
in the topography of a metal-to-metal face seal.

Although this apparent simplicity, the topography of such surfaces
is much more complex, as it has features that span over a large range of
scales. A schematic representation of a typical topography (correspond-
ing to the rough surface) is given in Fig. 1.1. The main features that
one can identify in the topography of the rough surface are, in order
of decreasing scale, the out-of-flatness (or more generally speaking the
errors of form), the crowning radius, the spiral groove or waviness and
the roughness.

The errors of form are in general not desirable. However, they are
intrinsic to any manufacturing process and thus one should always ex-
pect to encounter them. Since a high manufacturing cost is associated
with reducing these errors, there is nearly always a compromise between
the required tolerance and the cost. Therefore, it is usually only possi-
ble to reduce them to a size in which they are expected to have a small
influence. These errors are typically described via its Fourier series rep-
resentation, assigning certain amplitude to every order (frequency).

The crowing radius is present in the radial direction. Its presence has
two aims, i.e., to control the width of the contact and to minimize the
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effect of misalignment due to tilting of the sealing surfaces. Usually, a
large radius is used so that the (nominal) contact width does not become
too small.

The spiral groove comes from turning, which is the most common
process used to manufacture these seals. As explained in the rest of
this chapter, this feature is not only a residue from the manufacturing
but an active sealing element. Throughout this work, the spiral groove
will synonymously be referred to as waviness. Moreover, and making an
analogy with 2D profiles, the higher regions of the groove will be termed
peaks while the lower ones, valleys.

The small scale features of the seal topography, not having a struc-
ture as clear as the previous ones, will be referred to as roughness. These
components expand over a large range of scales, as it includes anything
smaller than the waviness. Many surfaces exhibit the characteristics of
self-affine fractals at these scales [4]. However, among the small scale
features there are defects, such as scratches, which are likely to prevent a
characterisation based on simple representation such as statistical height
distribution or identifying it as a self-affine fractal. Such representations
are also difficult to achieve because the characteristics of the roughness
at the peaks and in the valleys are likely to be different [5].

An example of a measured topography, where the waviness and the
roughness can be identified, is depicted in Fig 1.2.

1.2 The contact area and its pattern

In general, the contact area in metal-to-metal seals is not randomly dis-
tributed. Instead, it forms a pattern in accordance to the topography of
the contacting surfaces. For a topography as described in Section 1.1,
the most notable influence comes from the waviness, which originated
from the spiral groove. This has the implication that the contact area
concentrates on the ridges of the spiral groove [6] and thus creates a
contact line shape as a spiral, that appears like unidirectional waviness
when studying an area covering a short length in the circumferential
direction, such as depicted in Fig. 1.2. Due to the roughness, however,
the apparent contact will not occur over the complete length of these
(seemingly) parallel ridges. Instead, while the load is not large enough,
the contact will only occur at the asperities sitting on the top of the
waviness. Moreover, because the roughness is multi-scale in nature, so
will the contact distribution also be. This means that, in the same way
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Figure 1.2: An example of a measured topography corresponding to that of
a typical metal-to-metal seal. The x1-and x2-directions correspond to the
radial and circumferential directions, respectively.

as the contact along the ridges occurs on the higher asperities, the con-
tact on those asperities will occur at the highest peaks of the (smaller)
asperities present on top of the ones found at a lower magnification. A
schematic representation of this concept is shown in Fig. 1.3. In a purely
elastic contact, this process shall follow all the way down to the atomic
scale [7]. Note here that this implies that, at a high enough magnifica-
tion, a path connecting the inlet and the outlet can always be found,
implying that complete sealing can never occur. This is, however, not
the case in reality due to the presence of plastic deformation and surface
tension. Furthermore, one usually defines a threshold value under which
leakage is considered to be zero. This threshold can be defined, for in-
stance, by the accuracy of the measuring devices. Because of this, only
channels larger than a certain size are of interest and channels found
only at higher magnifications can be neglected.

Besides the waviness and roughness, there are other features that will
affect the contact pattern. For instance, the ridges located at the centre
of the crowning will carry more load. The contact area will therefore be
higher in those ridges, in comparison to ridges found at lower regions.
Also, variations in the circumferential direction will be observed due to
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the contact between two nominally
flat surfaces. The contact occurs only on the higher asperities. Moreover,
the contact on those asperities only occur on top of smaller asperities that
can be seen only at higher magnification.

the out-of-flatness.

1.3 The flow pattern

Before discussing the flow pattern on metal-to-metal seals, it is useful
to present a general concept in sealing, i.e. the critical constriction.
This has been defined by Persson [8] as the narrowest channel along the
largest (least resistive) path connecting the inlet and the outlet. It has
been shown, by means of numerical simulations, that nearly the whole
pressure drop occurs over this critical constriction [9]. Moreover, as
the leakage increases, only a small number of such constrictions appear.
Solely in the case of very large flows (a regime of no interest in this
work) the pressure gradient is relatively constant over the width of the
seal. Note here that the critical constriction is not the smallest channel
available for the fluid. Instead, it is to be found along the least resistive
path connecting the inlet and the outlet.

Focussing now on metal-to-metal seals, the topography will impose
a particular flow pattern. Following the description given by Geoffroy
et al. [6], two modes of flow can be identified depending on the main
direction it takes, i.e. circumferential and radial. Performing dimen-
sional analysis, the radial flow was shown to be the most influential in
general [5]. Therefore, sealing can only be achieved by fully closing the
channels in radial direction [10]. When there is no available path in the
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radial direction, the flow will advance in the circumferential direction
following the spiral groove. Note that, although the groove provides
little resistance to the flow, its length is of the order of a few metres,
leading to a small pressure gradient and thus small leakage. In most sit-
uations, the circumferential leakage is small enough to be disregarded.
Therefore, it is the transition regime, where the radial direction is nearly
fully closed and the flow pattern is a mixture of the two modes, which is
of most interest to study. In this situation, the flow will advance in the
circumferential direction as long as there are no large enough channels
in the radial direction. When such channel exists, however, the flow
advances radially. In this way, the flow advances crossing the ridges un-
til eventually leakage occurs. This type of flow exhibits a meandering
pattern, as observed experimentally by Nakamura and Funabashi [11].
Such a meandering flow pattern, obtained by means of the models and
methods developed within this thesis, is also depicted in Fig. 1.4. Fo-
cusing at the red colour scale, which corresponds to the intensity of
the flow (going from dark red to yellow), it can be seen that the fluid
only advances radially by crossing the ridges through a limited amount
of channels (those can be identified by an intense yellow colour). The
flow in the circumferential direction connects the channels crossing the
ridges.

When applying the concept of critical constriction to metal-to-metal
seals, it can be understood in two ways. Looking at a global scale, one
should expect that the pressure drop will only occur in one or few of the
ridges in contact. In Fig. 1.4 the fluid pressure is depicted in a yellow
(high pressure) to blue (low pressure) scale. As expected one can see how
most of the pressure drop (around 70% actually) occurs when the fluid
crosses the third ridge (counting from left to right). This can be seen by
the abrupt colour change from brown to blue in the pressure scale. In
a second line of interpretation, the crossing of each peak can be seen as
a sealing problem itself. Therefore, one should expect a single (or few)
channels to concentrate all the flow crossing each ridge. Focusing again
on the third ridge, where most of the pressure drops occurs, the fluid
only flows significantly through three channels (six if one considers the
mirrored part). The rest of the ridge is providing complete sealing. This
behaviour is also observed in all the other ridges.

Deviations from the described flow pattern will occur due to the
presence of errors of form and scratches. The first, which has been shown
to be highly influential by Ledoux et al. [3], will act by reducing the
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Figure 1.4: Visualisation of the fluid percolating through the topography
depicted in Fig.1.2 (it has been mirrored). The red colour scale corresponds
to the flow intensity, in logarithmic scale. The fluid pressure has been su-
perimposed in a scale from yellow (high pressure) to blue (low pressure).
The grey areas indicate surface contact, which occurs at the ridges of the
spiral groove. The x1-and x2-directions correspond to the radial and cir-
cumferential directions, respectively.
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contact pressure in some areas and increasing it in the others. Therefore,
most of the flow will occur only in the areas with low contact pressures.
The scratches will have small influence in the flow if they are orientated
in the circumferential direction, as the topography already offers little
resistance in this direction. However, if they are oriented in the radial
direction, they can increase the flow significantly.

1.4 The mathematical foundation for the model

In this section, the mathematical foundation for prediction of the leakage
through metal-to-metal seals is presented.

Since the seal width is much smaller than its radius, a rectangular
domain Ω is used for convenience. More precisely,

Ω = {(x1, x2) |0 ≤ x1 ≤ L1, 0 ≤ x2 ≤ L2}, (1.1)

where L1 corresponds to the seal width in the radial direction and L2
to the perimeter. The directions defined by x1 and x2 correspond to
the radial and circumferential directions, respectively. For the geometry
depicted in Fig. 1.1, and if ro and ri are the inner and outer radius of
the seal, then L1 = ro − ri and L2 = 2π (ro + ri) /2. Notice that this
formulation is applicable to both cylindrical and face seals.

The boundary conditions for the dimension reduced Reynolds equa-
tion, governing the fluid flow in x1-direction, are prescribed by a pressure
drop, i.e.

pf (0, x2) = Δpf , (1.2)
pf (L1, x2) = 0, (1.3)

where pf is the fluid pressure and Δpf is the pressure drop between
the inlet and the outlet of the seal. In x2-direction, periodic boundary
conditions are applied.

The elasto-plastic contact mechanics model takes material data, mea-
sured surface height data and the load applied to press the surfaces
against each other as input and outputs the real area of contact, the
pressure distribution and the elastic and plastic deformations.





Chapter 2

Existing models and
numerical solution
procedures

Due to the complexity of modelling leakage through metal-to-metal
seals, some authors have attempted to generate curve fits, relating leak-
age to various parameters from experimental data [2, 12]. Others have
developed analytical prediction models based on simplifications of the
surface topography [5, 6]. The aforementioned curve fits and analyti-
cal models have been used to obtain important insight on the leakage
through metal-to-metal seals. However, they cannot provide a quanti-
tative prediction of the expected leakage, nor can serve to explain why
a seal having surfaces with a particular topography seals better than
another one. Therefore, they cannot be used for this thesis work other
than for comparison and they will not be discussed in detail.

Although, to the knowledge of the author, there is no model in lit-
erature (beside the aforementioned ones) which is specifically designed
for metal-to-metal seals, there are two types of models that have been
successfully applied to the study of seals. Persson and collaborators de-
veloped a semi-analytical model which is especially well-suited for fractal
surfaces, see, e.g. [8]. A second approach considers a fully numerical so-
lution and has been followed by, e.g. Dapp et al. [9, 13] and Sahlin et
al. [14, 15].

An assumption common to all the previous models is that the defor-
mation of the surfaces due to fluid pressure, i.e., fluid-structure interac-
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28 Chapter 2. Existing models and numerical solution procedures

tion, is negligible. This assumption allows for dividing the problem into
two parts, i) perform a contact mechanics simulation in order to obtain
the deformed gap between the two surfaces as they are pressed against
each other under a given load and ii) solve the governing fluid mechanics
equations (in order to appreciate the fluid flow) using the gap obtained
from the contact mechanics simulation. This is also the approach taken
in this work. Notice that this approach is generic in the sense that it al-
lows for different models governing the contact- and the fluid mechanics
parts of the problem.

In the reminder of this chapter, a review of techniques available will
be given. Specific attention will be given to the models used in this
work.

2.1 Contact mechanics

When solving the contact mechanics problem, in the context of leakage
prediction, the main aim is to obtain the gap between two surfaces as
they are pressed against each other with a certain load. In the field of
contact mechanics, there exists a variety of different models that can be
classified as asperity based, fractal based or as fully numerical.

The asperity base type of models follows the approach introduced by
Greenwood and Williamson [16]. The basic idea consists in describing
the surfaces as a collection of asperities of a certain shape and solving
individual contact problems. In the Greenwood and Williamson model,
the asperities are described as spheres with fixed radius and distributed
according to a Gaussian distribution height-wise. Since then, successive
improvements of this model have led to increasingly better predictions of
percentage of contact area and average separation between the surfaces.
Despite that, this type of model is not suitable for seals. This is because
the flow problem (see Section 2.2) requires information on the shape of
the gap.

Persson’s [4, 17, 18] contact mechanics model provides for a semi-
analytical solution, which is particularly adapted to the study of to-
pographies that can be described as self-affine fractals (although this is
not a strict requirement). In this model, the contact area and pressure
distribution are assumed to depend on the level of magnification. At the
lowest magnification, full contact between the surfaces occurs, i.e. the
real contact area is the nominal contact area. However, once magnifica-
tion is increased, non-contacting areas are revealed. A main advantage
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of this approach is that it allows for using percolation theory to estimate
the total flow without detailed information of the whole remaining gap
(see Section 2.2). Unfortunately, the approach using percolation the-
ory requires isotropic surfaces, a requirement which is not fulfilled for a
typical topography of a metal-to-metal seal.

If the topography is to be described without the previous simplifica-
tions (e.g. if a measurement is to be used as an input), a fully numerical
approach is required. Within this group, the computational structural
mechanics approach (CSM), based on the finite elements method (FEM),
is the one that rests on fewest approximations. At the cost of accuracy
the CSM based FEM approaches are, however, extremely expensive in
terms of computational power and memory. Therefore, the CSM is usu-
ally only used to validate other models and to gain fundamental under-
standing on the behaviour of contacting surfaces by studying simplified
geometries such as, e.g. balls [19, 20] and sinusoidal surfaces [21,22].

A commonly employed alternative to the FEM based CSM approach
is to make use of the half space approximation, which reduces the three-
dimensional problem to a two-dimensional one. In this way, the com-
putational cost is greatly reduced and parametric studies using highly
resolved topography data can be performed. This is the approach used
in this work and a detailed description is therefore presented in the fol-
lowing subsections.

2.1.1 The Boussinesq-Cerruti solution

Let’s start by presenting the Boussinesq-Cerruti infinite isotropic half
space solution. The Boussinesq-Cerruti solution was obtained by analysing
the elastic deformation response caused by a point force applied at the
origin of an elastic half-space. Thus, by the superposition principle, it
can be generalised to provide for the computation of the elastic defor-
mation caused by a pressure distribution acting on the boundary of the
infinite half-space. Obviously, this approximation only holds if the thick-
ness of the body is much larger than the contact size. A detailed solution
for this problem, and for a variety of generalisations, where tangential
forces and subsurface stresses and deformations are also considered, can
be found in [23]. In the following, a brief summary will be given and
focus will be placed only on surface deformation due to normal stresses.

In order to obtain the Boussinesq-Cerruti solution, one starts by
describing the deformation, uP , caused by a point load, P , centred in
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the origin. This relationship has the form

uP (x1, x2) =
2

(
1 − ν2)
πE

P√
x2

1 + x2
2

, (2.1)

where E and ν are the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the material
of the body and x1, x2 are the coordinates of any point on the surface.

By applying the principle of superposition, the deformation caused
by a distribution of point loads, i.e. for an arbitrarily shaped pressure
distribution, can be obtained. The deformation, upd, caused by a given
pressure distribution, p (x1, x2) is, therefore,

upd (x1, x2) =
2

(
1 − ν2)
πE

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
p (x′

1, x′
2)√

(x1 − x′
1)2 + (x2 − x′

2)2
dx′

1dx′
2. (2.2)

If two bodies are in contact, a resulting pressure distribution will act
on both the surfaces of the interface. By linearity, a generalisation of
(2.2) can be constructed, which is applicable to the contact mechanics
problem of two bodies with different elasticity and topography. Indeed,
the total elastic displacement, ue, for the contact mechanics problem,
can be computed as

ue (x1, x2) = u1 (x1, x2) + u2 (x1, x2) =
1

πE∗

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
p (x′

1, x′
2)√

(x1 − x′
1)2 + (x2 − x′

2)2
dx′

1dx′
2, (2.3)

where the equivalent elastic modulus, E∗, is defined as

1
E∗ =

1 − ν2
1

E1
+

1 − ν2
2

E2
, (2.4)

where the sub-index i = 1, 2 indicates that the value correspond to the
body 1 or 2.
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2.1.2 The gap between two surfaces and the complemen-
tarity condition

When two surfaces are in contact, the gap h between them can be defined
as

h (x1, x2) = h1 (x1, x2) + u (x1, x2) + g00, (2.5)

where h1 (x1, x2) is the gap between the surfaces in their undeformed
state, g00 is the rigid body separation and u (x1, x2) is the surface defor-
mation, which can be both elastic and plastic. The elastic component
can be computed by means of (??).

By analysing the relation between the gap h and the contact pressure
p, a complementarity condition is encountered, i.e.

h (x1, x2) > 0, p (x1, x2) = 0, (x1, x2) /∈ Ωc, (2.6a)
h (x1, x2) = 0, p (x1, x2) > 0, (x1, x2) ∈ Ωc, (2.6b)

where Ωc defines the fraction of Ω where the surfaces are in contact.
The first part of the condition means that, wherever the bodies are not
in contact, the gap must be positive and the pressure zero. The second
part refers to the case when the bodies are in contact, in which the
pressure is greater than zero but the gap is zero.

The (discretised) complementarity condition presented in (2.6), when
combined with the discrete version of (2.3) can be formulated as a Linear
Complementarity Problem (LCP). This can be solved by well-established
algorithms such as Lemke’s, see, e.g. the book by Cottle et al. [24].
This procedure has the advantage that it finds the numerical solution
in a finite number of pivots. A main disadvantage, however, is that it is
slow and memory consuming and is therefore rarely used. In any case,
independent on the approach employed, the complementarity condition
(2.6) can be used to identify whether the solution obtained is correct
or not. A significantly faster, but still sufficiently accurate solution
technique will be presented in the following subsection.

2.1.3 The variational principle

The variation principle has been used by various authors [25, 26]. In
this case, the variational equality describes the total complementary
potential energy, which for the problem of two elastic surfaces in contact
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can be written as

V ∗ =
1
2

∫
Ω

pudΩ +
∫

Ω
ph1dΩ, (2.7)

where dΩ = dx1dx2. In accordance to the variational principle, min-
imising V ∗ while keeping p ≥ 0 leads to the equilibrium solution, i.e.,
the one for which the complementarity condition holds. Minimising the
total complementary potential energy is thus equivalent to finding the
pressure distribution for which the gradient of V ∗ is zero, subjected to
the constraint that p ≥ 0, and there are a variety of readily available
optimisation solvers that can be employed to obtain the solution. Note
that, because of the linear relation between the contact pressure and
the elastic deformation, V ∗ is a quadratic expression in terms of p. Fur-
thermore, this means that the gradient of V ∗ has a linear relation with
p.

2.1.4 The load balance equation

Without a global constrain, the variational principle based contact me-
chanics model does not exhibit a unique solution. There are two alter-
native constraints available for this purpose, i.e., prescribing the rigid
body separation, g00, or the applied load, W . In most applications, it
is easier to specify a load to be applied to the seal than to specify the
resulting separation. Therefore, W is applied in this work. In order to
impose an applied load, a load balance equation is formulated, i.e.

W =
∫

Ω
p (x1, x2) dΩ. (2.8)

2.1.5 The discrete elastic problem

The surface is discretised in a regular rectangular mesh, with mesh size
Δx1 and Δx2 in the x1- and x2-directions, respectively. Each grid point
is then identified by the coordinates (x1,i, x2,j). In order to discretise
the pressure, it is assumed that it is constant, with a value pij , over
rectangles of size Δx1 × Δx2 centred at each grid point, (x1,i, x2,j).

Now, the elastic deformation caused by a constant (unitary) pres-
sure acting over a rectangle centred at the origin can be solved for by
using (2.3). The Boussinesq-Cerruti infinite half-space solution for this
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particular case is given by Love [27] and reads

urect (x1, x2, Δx1, Δx2) πE∗ =

(x2 + Δx2) log

⎡
⎣ (x1 + Δx1) +

√
(x2 + Δx2)2 + (x1 + Δx1)2

(x1 − Δx1) +
√

(x2 + Δx2)2 + (x1 − Δx1)2

⎤
⎦ +

(x2 − Δx2) log

⎡
⎣ (x1 − Δx1) +

√
(x2 − Δx2)2 + (x1 − Δx1)2

(x1 + Δx1) +
√

(x2 − Δx2)2 + (x1 + Δx1)2

⎤
⎦ +

(x1 + Δx1) log

⎡
⎣ (x2 + Δx2) +

√
(x1 + Δx1)2 + (x2 + Δx2)2

(x2 − Δx2) +
√

(x1 + Δx1)2 + (x2 − Δx2)2

⎤
⎦ +

(x1 − Δx1) log

⎡
⎣ (x2 − Δx2) +

√
(x1 − Δx1)2 + (x2 − Δx2)2

(x2 + Δx2) +
√

(x1 − Δx1)2 + (x2 + Δx2)2

⎤
⎦ . (2.9)

Now, define (KCM )|i−k||j−l| = urect (|x1,i − x1,k| , |x2,j − x2,l| , Δx1, Δx2).
Then, the deformation caused by the combination of pressures pij ap-
plied on rectangles around the grid points (x1,i, x2,j) can be expressed,
by applying the principle of superposition, as

uij =
N∑

k=1

M∑
l=1

(KCM )|i−k||j−l|pkl, i = 1...N, j = 1...M, (2.10)

which is a discrete version of (2.3).

Computing the deformation according to (2.10) has a complexity of
order M2 ×N2 and thus becomes computationally expensive for large M
and N . However, this equation has the form of a discrete convolution,
which can be used in order to accelerate the computation. According to
the discrete convolution theorem, (2.10) is equivalent to

u = F−1{F{KCM }F{p}}, (2.11)

where F and F−1 represent the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and
the inverse discrete Fourier transform, respectively. Because of the sym-
metries in the DFT, computing the deformation as described in (2.11)
only has a complexity of order M log M ×N log N and is therefore much
more suitable for large M and N values. Moreover, when applied to
(2.10), this technique, which is known as DC-FFT method, gives nu-
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merically exact results [28].

In order to apply the variational principle, the total complementarity
potential energy must also be discretised. Its discrete form reads

V ∗ =
1
2

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

pijuij +
N∑

i=1

M∑
j=1

pi,jh1,ij . (2.12)

Since uij depends on the pressure as in (2.10), the gradient of the vari-
ational energy reads

(∇V ∗)ij = uij − h1,ij . (2.13)

Finally, the discrete equation for the load balance is

W = Δx1Δx2

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

pij . (2.14)

2.1.6 An algorithm for elastic-perfectly plastic contacts

The different theories presented previously can now be combined to con-
struct an algorithm to simulate the contact between two elastic-perfectly
plastic surfaces pressed against each other with a load W . Such al-
gorithm was already presented by Sahlin et al. [14] and only a short
summary will be given here.

In this model, perfect plasticity is introduced by limiting the contact
pressure to the hardness of the softer material, H. Also, after a point
has started deforming plastically, it is modelled as it can float freely with
the contact plane.

The solution procedure starts by guessing a pressure distribution.
This distribution is then updated following the direction of ∇V ∗, as de-
fined in (2.13). After every update, the pressure distribution is shifted
up or down by a constant value in order to fulfil the load balance equa-
tion, (2.14). When doing so, the pressure is also truncated so that the
condition 0 ≤ p ≤ H is ensured. The previous process is repeated itera-
tively until all the points with p ≥ 0 lie within the prescribed tolerance
to the contact plane, i.e., until the complementarity condition is fulfilled.
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2.2 Flow through seals and leakage prediction

Once the contact mechanics problem has been solved, the leakage through
the remaining gap can be computed. Two types of models have been
proven successful to solve this problem and predict the leakage, i.e. Pers-
son’s model [8] and models utilising Reynolds’ equation [14,29].

Persson’s model [8] assumes that the whole pressure drop occurs
over a single critical constriction. Therefore, the model does not need
to consider the flow over the full seal domain but only the flow through
the critical constriction. This implies, in turn, that an accurate de-
scription of the critical constriction is needed, but not of the whole gap.
Although good agreement with experiments was found [30], its applica-
bility to metal-to-metal seals is limited. The reason for this is that the
real contact area at which percolation stops is an input to the model.
In the case of isotropic, relatively largely sized sealing surfaces, the per-
colation theory determines that the percolation threshold occurs when
the contact area is between 40 % and 50 %. Therefore, one can use
this information to calculate the total flow using Persson’s model. In
topographies which are typical for metal-to-metal seals, however, the
real contact area at which the percolation stops is not known (see, e.g.
the results in Paper A) and might even be a subject for optimisation.
This suggests that a Reynolds’ equation based model is a more suitable
choice for studying metal-to-metal seals. Since Reynolds’ equation was
chosen as the equation governing the fluid flow in this work, a detailed
description will be given in the following subsections.

2.2.1 The Reynolds equation

Reynolds’ equation was derived by Osborne Reynolds [31] with the in-
tention to study the lubrication of a journal bearing. The main assump-
tions, behind what is often referred to as the thin film approximation,
used during the derivation are

• The fluid film is thin. This is hr � Lr, where Lr corresponds to
the dimensions of the domain (Ω) and hr is a reference parameter
related to the height of the gap (h).

• The flow is assumed to be laminar.

• The fluid is Newtonian and isoviscous
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• Inertia and body forces are neglected.

A full derivation will not be given here but, as it is seen useful for
the reminder of the thesis, a short commentary on the main concepts
will be given. The interested reader is referred to [32] for more details.
The derivation is made by simplifying the Navier-Stokes equations in
two steps. First, the momentum balance equations are simplified by
performing dimensional analysis and assuming that hr � Lr. This
approximation makes it possible to solve the simplified set of equations
for the velocity profile (as a function of the fluid pressure gradient)
analytically. Then, the mass balance equation is utilised to reach to the
final result, which reads

∇ ·
(

h3ρ

12η
∇pf

)
=

1
2

U∇ (ρh) +
∂ (ρh)

∂t
, (2.15)

where pf is the fluid pressure, ρ and η are the density and viscosity of
the fluid and U the sum of the rolling/sliding speeds of the lubricated
surfaces. In the case of static seals, the surfaces are not rolling/sliding
relative to each other, thus the first term in the right hand side of (2.15)
can be omitted. Further simplifications can be made if the fluid is as-
sumed to be incompressible and the conditions are assumed to be sta-
tionary. In this case, the second term in the right hand side of (2.15)
becomes also zero. Therefore, a version of the Reynolds’ equation that
can be applied to study the leakage of an incompressible fluid through
a metal-to-metal seal can be stated as

∇ ·
(
h3∇pf

)
= 0. (2.16)

Once (2.16) is solved for the fluid pressure, the total flow, Q, can be
computed as

Q =
1

12η

1
L1

∫
Ω

h3 (x1, x2)
∂pf (x1, x2)

∂x1
dΩ. (2.17)

Notice that integration has been carried out over the whole domain Ω
instead of through the outlet only. Given the periodic boundary condi-
tions in x2-direction, mass conservation imposes that the mean flow in
x1-direction is preserved. Therefore, (2.17) is equivalent to integration
through the outlet only. However, since the pressure drop is expected to
occur in a small number of critical constrictions, the pressure gradient
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near the outlet is expected to be close to zero. This would lead to large
numerical errors if the integration was done over the outlet only.

Some criticism has arisen against the use of Reynolds’ equation in
cases similar to the one studied here [33,34]. The objection comes from
doubts over the applicability of the thin film approximation. For in-
stance, in [34] it was shown that it is not applicable to sinusoidally
shaped gaps where the amplitude is large in comparison to the mini-
mum separation. This might seem to resemble the waviness present in
metal-to-metal seals, where the amplitude is much larger than the min-
imum separation. On the contrary, it will be shown here that the thin
film approximation holds. Indeed, two explanations are given to justify
this statement. The first one is based on the concept of the existence of
a critical constriction, according to which it is assumed that the pressure
drop occurs in channels crossing the ridges of the spiral groove. This
suggests that the shape of the waviness is of lesser importance than the
geometry of the channels and in particular than the ratio between chan-
nel length and height. The length of the channels is typically larger
than the height, but only by one or perhaps two orders of magnitude.
Although this may seem to violate the condition hr � Lr, one must
realise that the actual condition, arising from the dimensional analysis
of the momentum equation, is the modified Reynolds number, i.e.

(
h

L

)2 ρuL

η
� 1, (2.18)

which means that the ratio h/L does not need to be extremely small
for the thin film approximation to hold. Moreover, a small Reynolds
number enhance the accuracy of the prediction. For these reasons, it is
argued that Reynolds’ equation is applicable for the studies performed
within this thesis.

2.2.2 Two-scale solution for the Reynolds equation: an
overview

Consider now a rough surface, which does not violate the thin film ap-
proximation. To be representative for the topography of the seal, the
scale of the required domain Ω must be at least a decade larger than
the representative length scales of the gap h. In other words, the gap
varies rapidly within the solution domain and a large and dense grid
will be needed when solving the Reynolds equation governing the leak-
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age through a stationary seal. This, however, rapidly becomes very
expensive in terms of computational power and memory. A common
solution to this problem is to use a two-scale method.

The first attempts to build a two-scale model for the Reynolds equa-
tion are the ones by Christiansen [35], Elrod [36] and Patir and Cheng
[37]. Since then, several other authors have utilised and improved this
type of models. An important improvement was made when the ho-
mogenisation technique was introduced. The method was developed for
partial differential equations (PDE) with rapidly oscillating coefficients
and is therefore applicable to the Reynolds equation governing the flow
through thin gaps between rough surfaces. Homogenisation is a well-
known technique mathematically [38–40] and it thus brought mathe-
matical rigorousness to the two-scale formulations presented in [35–37].
An example of application of homogenisation in lubrication science is
the work by Bayada et al. [41]. Due to its particular importance for this
thesis work, it will be explained in more detail in the following section.

Another tool available for the construction of two-scale models is
the heterogeneous multi-scale method (HMM) [42]. Although not yet
commonly used in the lubrication field, it exhibits some advantages,
as compared to the homogenisation techniques, that were identified as
useful for this thesis work. A review of the HMM technique and the ap-
plication to the problem at hand is, therefore, presented in Section 2.2.4.

Despite differences in the way they are formulated, all two-scale
methods are based on the same principle. That is, the problem is di-
vided into a local and a global scale. The local scale problem is defined
in high detail on a (relatively) small domain, in order to capture the
effect of the rapidly varying coefficients of the PDE subjected to the
analysis. The global scale problem is defined on a much larger domain
and its coefficients are defined by averaged measures. The global scale
problem can therefore be regarded as smooth and, because of this, it can
be resolved with a much less dense mesh than what would be required
for the original problem. In the field of computational tribology, the
coefficients of the global scale problem have come to be termed flow fac-
tors. Since this thesis specifically focusses on modelling and simulation
of stationary metal-to-metal seals, these coefficients are directly linked
to, and will therefore be referred to as, permeability.
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2.2.3 Two-scale solution for the Reynolds equation: ho-
mogenisation

The homogenisation technique is based in the expansion of the variables
present on the Reynolds equation into multiple scales. The fluid pressure
is, therefore, assumed to have the form

pf (x) = p0 (x, y) + εp1 (x, y) + ε2p2 (x, y) + ... (2.19)

where ε is a small number and y = x/ε is a variable that varies rapidly
with respect to x. Moreover, the components p0, p1... are assumed to be
periodic in y. Similarly, the gap can be described through an auxiliary
variable, y-periodic, function

h (x, y) = h0 (x) + h1 (x, y) . (2.20)

A comprehensive derivation can be found in [43] and a more strict
one in [44]. Here only a review of the main results is given.

By using (2.19) together with (2.16), it can be found that p0 (x, y) =
p0 (x), which then gives the global scale equation, i.e.,

∇ · (A0 (x) ∇p0 (x)) = 0, (2.21)

where A0 (x) is what will be referred to as the permeability matrix,
which contains, in an averaged sense, the information about the local
scale. To compute the coefficients aij of the permeability matrix A0, the
y-periodic local scale problems, i.e.

∇y ·
(
h3∇yν1

)
= ∇y · (e1h) , (2.22)

∇y ·
(
h3∇yν2

)
= ∇y · (e2h) , (2.23)

need to be solved. The operator ∇y indicates that the derivations are
taken with respect to the fast variable y and the vectors ei compose the
basis in R

2, e.g., e1 = (1, 0)T .

Once the local problems are solved, the permeability matrix can be
defined as

A0(x) =
(

a11(x) a12(x)
a21(x) a22(x)

)
(2.24)
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where
a11(x) =

1
|ω|

∫
ω

h3(x, y)
(

1 +
∂ν1
∂y1

)
dy,

a12(x) =
1

|ω|
∫

ω
h3(x, y)

∂ν2
∂y1

dy,

a21(x) =
1

|ω|
∫

ω
h3(x, y)

∂ν1
∂y2

dy,

a22(x) =
1

|ω|
∫

ω
h3(x, y)

(
1 +

∂ν2
∂y2

)
dy,

where ω is the local scale domain. In order to fully decouple the two
scales it is assumed that h0 is constant inside ω. Therefore, h in (2.24)
can be replaced by h1 and h0 can be regarded as a constant when solving
the local problems (2.22) and (2.23). If these are then solved for different
values of h0, one can construct the permeability matrix as A0 (h0 (x)).
By doing that, A0 can be computed before the global scale problem is
addressed.

Once having solved the global scale problem (2.21) for p0, the total
flow rate, QH

QH =
1

12η

1
L1

∫
Ω

(
a11

∂p0
∂x1

+ a12
∂p0
∂x2

)
dx, (2.25)

can be computed. For details, see [15]. Now, utilising different domains
ω will normally lead to different values for the permeability. Therefore,
a typical procedure is to compute the permeability for a number of
realisations of ω and define A0 as the average between them.

2.2.4 Two-scale solution for the Reynolds equation: het-
erogeneous multi-scale method

The heterogeneous multi-scale methods is a more general framework
available to construct two-scale models, see [42] for details. Although,
if applied to the Reynolds equation, it can lead to the same result as
the homogenisation technique [45], it is more flexible in its application.
In particular, it does not require periodicity in the roughness, which
will be useful to construct the model presented in Section 4.1. Since
homogenisation usually provides a rigorous and useful tool, the HMM
is not widely spread in the lubrication modelling. Despite that, it has
been used successfully to construct a two-scale model for the combined
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solution of both the contact mechanics and the flow problem [46].
In order to construct a model following the HMM framework, there

are two steps to be taken, i.e., i) a global scale model is constructed with
unknown parameters, that shall include the information of the local scale
and ii) the local scale model is defined in a manner that the parameters in
the global scale model can be obtained. In order to construct the global
scale model, some knowledge of the problem (and even of the solution)
to be solved is required. For example, in order to construct a global
scale model for the fluid flow through thin gaps, one can use the fact that
Reynolds’ equation is a mass conservation law. More precisely, the global
scale can be constructed by imposing that the mass flow is conserved
everywhere. The local scale is usually easier to construct than the global
scale model, as it is based on a more fundamental representation of
the reality. Following the example of the thin film flow, the Reynolds
equation itself can be used as the local scale model. When constructing
the local scale, however, one must be careful to define the boundary
conditions in a manner so that the local scale model is consistent with the
global scale model and so that the required parameters can be computed.
In the case of fluid flow through thin gaps, consistency means that the
pressure drop over the local scale domain is equal to the pressure gradient
in the global scale problem.





Chapter 3

Research gaps and
objectives

The overall aim of the project is to increase the knowledge regarding
the leakage through metal-to-metals seals. For this purpose, a compu-
tational approach was chosen since it can provide in-situ information
of the physical processes governing the flow through the thin gap be-
tween the contacting surfaces at a level of detail which can probably not
be obtained by experimental work alone. With this aim in mind and
from studying the available literature, three research questions have been
formulated and subsequently addressed. These are defined within the
following sections of this chapter.

3.1 A model for metal-to-metal seals

A numerical simulation requires well-posed and validated models and
verified solution methods to yield trustworthy results. Once analytical
solutions have been used to explain the general trends related to very
basic topographies [5, 6], the next step is to study the influence of real-
istic topographies. To this end, a model that can output a quantitative
prediction for leakage is required. This is necessary in order to be able
to successfully validate the model. If a tool for quantitative predictions
is to be developed first principle physics are desirable. In this sense, the
methods described in Chapter 2 are suitable for this purpose. Indeed,
neither of the two methods contain parameters that require fitting in or-
der to predict the leakage in a particular case. Moreover, good agreement

43
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with experimental results was found for specific topographies (see [30] for
Persson’s theory and [15] for a numerical approach). Although Persson’s
model cannot be used due to the requirement of an isotropic surface, a
numerical approach seems feasible. However, a model that can serve
as a predictive tool must fulfil another condition, i.e. that it can be
solved over a domain which is large enough to be representative while
the level of detail is sufficient to capture all relevant phenomena. Here,
the specific topography fixes both the domain size and the detail re-
quired. Therefore, although a model can be applied in one topography,
the application to another topography might prove infeasible. Since the
underlying theories behind the numerical approaches have already been
successfully tested in, e.g. [15], what remains to be tested is whether it is
feasible to apply them to a topography which is typical of metal-to-metal
seals. The first research question addressed in this work is, therefore

• RQ1: Is it possible to develop a model for metal-to-metal seals,
which outputs quantitative results, by using methods available in
literature?

This question was answered in Paper A for a deterministic approach
and in Paper B for a classic two-scale approach. The answer was, in
both cases, negative. The reason for such answer was attributed to the
failure in capturing the stochastic nature of the surface topography (see
Chapter 5). Therefore, a second research question was stated,

• RQ2: Is it possible to develop a model for metal-to-metal seals,
such that can output quantitative values, by including the stochas-
tic nature of surface topography in a two-scales method?

This question was answered affirmatively in Paper B.

3.2 Unloading of seals

The unloading of contacting surfaces, after having been increasingly
loaded to a point when plastic deformation started to occur, is a topic
already quite extensively studied, see, e.g. [47–49] reporting on the vari-
ation in contact area and averages surface separation. The behaviour
of seals during unloading has, however, not been investigated that thor-
oughly. Actually, unloading has even been left aside purposely in some
studies of leakage in seals, e.g. in [2]. Despite that, preliminary works
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indicates that knowledge on the behaviour of seals during their unload-
ing can be beneficial for their design. For example, it has been suggested
that if a seal is overloaded and then unloaded to the operational load,
a more intimate contact, and thus better sealing, is obtained [48]. The
hypothesis has also been strengthened by experimental results [12, 50].
The aforementioned studies does not yet present a satisfactory answer
whether is actually beneficial or not and a third research question is
therefore proposed. That is,

• RQ3: How does a seal behave when it is partially unloaded?

This question was addressed in Paper C.





Chapter 4

Methodologies developed in
this project

Answering the research questions stated in Chapter 3 requires the devel-
opment of new methodologies. The arising models and solution strate-
gies are briefly explained in this chapter.

4.1 Stochastic two-scale model

By conducting a literature survey and analysing the capabilities of the
promising candidates, it was identified that existing models are incapable
of giving a quantitative prediction of the leakage because they do not
account properly for the random nature exhibited by the topography.
In the models found within the survey, the uncertainty, originating from
the surface roughness, is not explicitly included and, because of that,
they require a very large solution domain (also the local scale domain in
two-scale models) for a representative result to be obtained. In the case
of metal-to-metal seals, this results in domains becoming too large to
render a numerical solution possible. In order to remedy this problem,
the present model is based explicitly on the fact that the surface rough-
ness is a stochastic process. More precisely, the model developed here
is built on the fact that the roughness of two neighbouring local scale
domains may be different and thus allows the permeability to vary as
well. By constructing the model in this way, one can accept much larger
deviations in the local scale results and much smaller solution domains
are therefore required.
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Similarly to most models in literature, the present model is sepa-
rated into two parts, i.e., a contact mechanics model and a flow model.
The numerical solution procedures applied here are similar to the ones
presented in [14], see also Sections 2.1 and 2.2 for more details. A direct
application of the model presented in [14] does, however, not lead to
fully satisfactory results. Therefore, a new model combining a two-scale
approach with a stochastic approach is constructed here. A detailed
description regarding how the two-scale approach and the stochastic ap-
proach are constructed is given in Paper B. In the following subsections,
a brief summary will be given.

4.1.1 The two-scale approach

A two-scale approach for both the flow problem and the contact me-
chanics problem, was developed here. Special care was placed to ensure
that complete separation between the two scales is achieved.

The two-scale model for the flow was constructed following the HMM
method, as described in Section 2.2.4. According to the mass balance
nature of the Reynold equation, the global scale problem is built by
imposing mass conservation for each grid point. For the local scale
problems, the Reynold equation itself is used. The boundary conditions
for the local scale problems are specified to ensure that a unitary pressure
drop over the domain occurs. Then, the total local flow is summarised
by means of permeabilities, which relate to global scale fluxes as

j = Kδp, (4.1)

where j is the flux between two points on the global scale and K and
δp are the permeability and pressure drop between those two points,
respectively. In order to fully decouple the flow problem from the con-
tact mechanics problem, the permeabilities are computed for a range of
average separations, h̄ and nominal contact pressures, pnom.

In order to separate the contact mechanics problem into two scales,
two assumptions are made. The first one is the assumption that a coarse
representation of the topography can be used to (approximately) cap-
ture the global scale trends and the second one is that inputting only a
value of pnom is sufficient for the computation of the contact mechanics
problem defined at the local scale. The first assumption is justified by
applying a Gaussian filter to the equations describing the contact me-
chanics model and realising that, when filtering the input functions, the
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results obtained also correspond (approximately) to filtering the results
obtained using the original inputs. The second assumption is justified
by using Saint Venant’s principle. The global scale is therefore solved
by utilising a filtered representation of the original topography. The re-
sulting average separations, h̄ and nominal contact pressures, pnom then
serve as input to compute the permeability from the local scale model.
Because the measurements available are typically not sufficiently large
to cover the whole domain of the seal, the spatial distributions of h̄
and pnom are first computed using only the measured domain. Then,
the results obtained for the measurement are extended to cover the full
seal domain. While extending the domain, errors of form can also be
considered.

4.1.2 The stochastic approach

In the case of metal-to-metal seals, the permeability obtained for given
values of h̄ and pnom will vary greatly if two different, relatively small
local scale domains are used. If, in such case, a permeability value rep-
resentative of the studied topography is obtained by means of averaging
the values at the different domains leads, a large error will be observed
in the resulting prediction of the leakage. In this work the permeabili-
ties are, therefore, described by fitting them to a log-normal distribution.
Notice that a different distribution is fitted for each value of h̄ and pnom.
Subsequently, a value for the permeability is assigned to each grid point
of the global scale and this is done in two steps. At first, each global
scale grid point is assigned a mean value and a standard deviation, in ac-
cordance to the corresponding value of h̄ or pnom. Then, a value for the
permeability is randomly generated following a log-normal distribution
with the assigned parameters. Once the permeabilities are known, the
global scale problem can be solved and leakage can be computed. Since
the permeability in each grid point has a random component, a different
realisation of the global scale problem can be constructed, leading to a
different result. Therefore, several realizations are performed following
a Monte Carlo approach. Once a sufficient number of realizations have
been studied, the leakage can be characterised in terms of its mean value
and a confidence interval.
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4.2 A methodology to study loading-unloading
cycles

The model utilised to study the loading and unloading of seals is the
same as presented in [14] and described in Chapter 2. That model was,
however, developed for the study of the loading case only. Despite that,
and due to the assumption of perfect plasticity, it can be easily adapted
to be used to study the unloading case as well.

When studying the loading case, the original gap is described by
h1 (x1, x2). If the surfaces are first pressed against each other with a
certain load and then fully unloaded, the resulting gap can be described
mathematically as

h1u (x1, x2) = h1 (x1, x2) + up (x1, x2) , (4.2)

where up (x1, x2) is the plastic deformation due to the maximum load
applied before unloading. Notice that (4.2) holds because the perfectly
plastic assumption imposes that only elastic recovery occurs during un-
loading. But, also because of that, the loading of the two surfaces after
having been unloaded (i.e., with an initial gap h1u (x1, x2)) will be equiv-
alent to the unloading of the surfaces, as long as the load does not exceed
the maximum load applied in the previous loading cycle. In this manner,
we can utilise the same model, to study loading-unloading cycles, by up-
dating the input initial gap with the plastic deformation corresponding
to the maximum load applied during the previous loading cycle.



Chapter 5

Numerical Results and
Discussion

In this chapter, a short summary of the results obtained during this
thesis work is given. More detailed results and discussion sections are
found in the appended papers.

5.1 Deterministic assessment of the problem

The detailed results corresponding to the deterministic assessment of
the problem can be found in Paper A. Here only a summary is given.

In Paper A, the leakage through the gap resulting from pressing
two equally rough surfaces against each other was studied. The study
was performed in a deterministic manner, in opposition to the two-scale
approach followed in Paper B. By construction of the model, it was
noticed that a linear relationship exists between the leakage and the
pressure drop, Δpf , over the domain. Also, as seen in Fig. 5.1, the
relationship between the leakage and the applied load was found to
approximately follow a power law. These two findings compare well
with experimental results found in literature, e.g. [2].

The agreement with the experimental trends suggests that the model
could be utilised to gain understanding about the general behaviour of
metal-to-metal seals. For instance, according to the predictions, it is
suggested that plasticity imposes a linear relationship between the per-
centage of contact area and the applied load, implying that the approx-
imation Ar ≈ W/H is good. Also, this behaviour is in agreement with
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Figure 5.1: Permeability obtained for the three configurations of the rough
vs. rough contact studied in paper A. The permeability is here defined as
K = Qη/Δpf , where Q is the leakage. In Configurations 1 and 3, the
relative position of the surfaces is such that the peaks of the waviness of
each surface face each other. In Configuration 2, the peaks of the waviness
of one surface face the valleys of the waviness of the other one.
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other works found in the literature [51]. Moreover, it was observed that
the contact area required to achieve complete sealing is around 10%.
This is a clear advantage originating from the non-isotropic structure in
the topography, since an isotropic surface requires a real contact area of
about 40% to stop the percolation, see [8]. Contrary to what intuitively
would be expected, it was also established that the average separation
does not correlate with leakage. Again, this is an effect of the structure
of the topography and not a general trend for an arbitrary topography.
Finally, it was found that for a given topography the permeability de-
pends, as a first approximation, only on the load to the hardness ratio,
i.e., W/H. However, if high accuracy is required, the fact that a mate-
rial with higher hardness will require a higher value of W/H to achieve
the same leakage needs to be accounted for.

The agreement found between experimental results and the ones pre-
dicted with the model utilised in Paper A indicates that the pertinent
physics are captured in the correct manner. However, the agreement
is only qualitative. A quantitative comparison is not possible since the
variability present in the results is too high. Notice, for example, that
Configurations 1 and 3 in Fig. 5.1 are nominally equal (i.e. in both cases
the peaks of the waviness of one surface face the peaks of the waviness
of the other one) but the resulting leakage is still largely different. This
large variation can be attributed to the use of a too small computational
domain for the results to be representative for the whole seal. A larger
domain could not be utilised, however, due to computational limitations.
Because of this, it was determined that a deterministic approach is not
feasible to use as a predictive tool.

5.2 Stochastic assessment of the problem

The case of a rough surface pressed against a smooth, flat one was
studied in Paper B. Two different rough topographies where analysed,
one which was manufactured by turning, like most metal-to-metal seals,
and one which was sand-blasted. The first one was used because it is
typical for a metal-to-metal seal. The latter was selected to give more
generality to the results.

In the following subsections the validation of the model will first be
presented and then typical results of the model will be discussed.
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5.2.1 Validation against the deterministic solution

The two-scale stochastic model was validated by comparing it to a de-
terministic solution, similar to the ones presented in Paper A. The val-
idation procedure was also extended by comparing it to the classical
homogenisation approach, in which permeabilities are assumed to be
equal in neighbouring local scale domains. In this case, a representa-
tive value of permeability is computed by averaging over several local
scale realisations obtained for one specific choice of surface roughness in-
stead of fitting them to a log-normal distribution. Because of that, the
homogenisation approach is also referred to in Paper B as the average
permeability approach. The results, depicted in Fig. 5.2, show that the
model developed in this work could capture the deterministic leakage
correctly while the classical homogenisation procedure could not.

The reason why the results obtained with the present model are
more accurate was found to be due to a better description of the flow
pattern. Because the permeability may vary between neighbouring local
scale domains, the meandering flow pattern observed for metal-to-metal
seals [11] could also be replicated. This led to the conclusion that the
critical constriction could be governing the total amount of leakage. In
the average permeability approach, however, the flow is purely radial,
as no gradient exists in circumferential direction. Moreover, when ob-
taining the permeability by averaging several realisations of the local
scale domain, the larger channels will have a higher influence. Those,
however, will not form the critical constriction and thus could be con-
sidered to have a negligible influence. Because of this, a too high value
for the leakage is obtained. Note also that this cannot be corrected by,
e.g. averaging over the inverse of the permeability, as then the closed
paths would dominate. It is important to bear in mind that the average
permeability approach loses accuracy as the leakage decreases. Other-
wise the permeabilities will be similar enough to make the averaging a
valid approach. This was also demonstrated in [15] by Sahlin et al.

5.2.2 Typical results and novel capabilities

The results obtained from the model can be divided into local and global
scale information.

Starting with the local scale results, it was found that the average
separation between the surfaces is a good descriptor of the permeability
when the separation is large. Even more, for very large separations, the
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the leak rate between the deterministic solution
(red) and the two different two-scale approaches considered, utilising (a) a
turned topography and (b) a sandblasted topography. The results obtained
using the averaged permeability approach (the classical one) are depicted
by a dashed line while the results obtained with the model developed in this
work are depicted in solid line.
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permeability converges towards the one corresponding to the smooth
case, i.e. K ≈ h̄3/12. However, as the load increases and the perme-
ability decreases, the average separation does not correlate any more
with the permeability but the correlation between the nominal load and
the permeability increases. Except for at very large separations, it was
proven that the permeability variation between different local scale do-
mains is large and that log-normal distributions can be used to describe
this variation.

As an example, some global scale results are depicted in Fig. 5.3.
This figure includes histograms summarising the leak rate of different
realisations and curves relating the leak rate and total load. In general,
a good agreement was found with literature, as it was observed that
the pressure drop occurs in a small amount of points which can be
identified as critical constrictions. These eventually turned to a single
one as the leakage decreased. Regarding the total flow, depicted in
Fig. 5.3b and 5.3d, it was observed that, in the same way as for the
deterministic model, an approximate power-law relationship between Q
and W was also fulfilled while the relationship between Q and Δpf

was still linear by construction of the model. A large improvement as
compared to the deterministic approach is that the spread is the results
is much smaller. Furthermore, the uncertainty in the results can be
estimated. Therefore, the model presented here can be used for the
prediction of leak rate in metal-to-metal seals. Worth noticing is that
the uncertainty computed refers only to the variability introduced by
the random nature of the topographies. Other contributions, such as
the uncertainty in the input parameters, are not included.

Some general trends not attainable when using a deterministic model
could be obtained with the present one. For instance, it was seen that
the leak rate for different realisations could in many cases be described
by means of a normal distribution. However, the distribution tends to
become skewed as the expected value of the leakage decreases. Also, a
significant reduction in uncertainty was observed as the size domain was
increased. Additionally, a clear reduction of the leak rate was observed
when the domain was extended in x1-direction.

5.3 Loading and unloading of seals

The main part of the study presented in Paper C was performed using
numerically generated fractal surfaces. The measured topography of a
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Figure 5.3: (a) Histogram of the leak rate obtained using a turned topog-
raphy, normalised by its mean value, for three global domain size. The size
is indicated as x1-direction × x2-direction. (b) Total flow per unit width as
computed with the developed model using a turned topography and with
different global domain size. In dashed line, the corresponding 95% confi-
dence interval. Figures (c) and (d) present the same results as (a) and (b),
obtained using a sand blasted topography.
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turned surface was also used to ensure that the results obtained are also
applicable to metal-to-metal seals. Due to computer limitations, the
results were computed using a domain size typical of that of the local
scale in the stochastic two-scale model.

The values obtained for the average separation and the fraction of
real contact area followed similar trends to those found in literature.
This fact was used to justify the correctness of the method used. The
objective of this part of the work was, however, to study the evolution of
the permeability for which a typical result is depicted in Fig. 5.4. There
it can be seen that the permeability during unloading is much smaller,
even though the load during unloading is equal to the one during loading.
A closer look reveals that the permeability is approximately flat during
the initial phase of the unloading. When the load has been released a
certain amount, however, a sudden increase of the permeability follows.

The reason given for the existence of the shoulder described in last
paragraph was concluded to be a combined effect of low and high fre-
quency components of the surface topography. The high frequency com-
ponents deform plastically and thus do not recover during unloading.
The low frequency components, however, can become flattened by un-
dergoing pure elastic deformation only and, therefore, they will recover
if the applied load is reduced. At the load at which this recovery starts,
the leakage increases much faster and thus the shoulder appears. This
explanation was used in Paper C to predict the position of the shoulder
with certain accuracy (see the red line in Fig. 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: An example of the behaviour of permeability during loading-
unloading cycles. The unloading curves correspond to topographies which
have been loaded with a maximum load as indicated by the intersection
with the loading curve. The absence of such intersection indicates zero per-
meability is observed at the loads not plotted. In these cases, the maximum
load is indicated. The red line depicts the prediction of the shoulder using
the original topography (h1) while the magenta line depicts the same pre-
diction using the plastically deformed and fully unloaded topography (h1u).





Chapter 6

Concluding remarks

The main objective of this work was to develop a model which could
provide a quantitative prediction of the total amount of leakage through
thin gaps between the rough surfaces in metal-to-metal seals. In a first
attempt, methods available in literature were tested and it was seen that
they cannot be used to predict leak rate in metal-to-metal seals since
they are too computationally inefficient and thus incapable of handling
computational domains large enough to be considered as representa-
tive. A new two-scale model was therefore developed in this work. The
main novelty being that it is based explicitly on the fact that the surface
roughness is a stochastic process. This allows for considering both a suf-
ficiently large domain and a sufficiently high level of detail. Therefore,
quantitative leak rate predictions which can be tested against experi-
mental results can be obtained. Although specific comparison with ex-
perimental data was not conducted within this thesis work, the predicted
results agree well with the experimental results found in literature, and
the predicted flow pattern resembles the experimental observations, as
well. The model also turned to provide new insight on the behaviour
of the seals, especially regarding how the randomness present in the
topography affects the overall performance.

As a first conclusion regarding the unloading of seals, the hypoth-
esis stating that significantly smaller leakage occurred during the first
unloading as compared to the first loading was confirmed. Also, the be-
haviour of the leakage during unloading was found to exhibit a shoulder
during the unloading where the leakage started to increase substantially.
This behaviour could be explained by a combined action of elastically
deformed low frequency components and plastically deformed high fre-
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quency components. This explanation could also be used to predict the
boundary between the two regions during the unloading of the seal.



Chapter 7

Future work

The main objective of this thesis work was to develop a model capable
of providing quantitative predictions that could be compared to exper-
imental results. Such a model was successfully developed and it was
also presented in Paper B. A comparison with experimental results has,
however, not yet been conducted. This is, therefore, an issue that should
be covered in future work

In the study of unloading of seals, the main mechanism for the pres-
ence of a shoulder in the unloading curve was given. However, the work
could be extended to relate its existence and intensity to different rough-
ness parameters.

The work presented here consists, in fact, of two sub-studies. In
the first one a model that can account for the whole seal domain was
introduced. In the second one, unloading of seals was analysed. The
model used for this purpose was based on a domain for the leak rate
prediction that was of the same size as the local scale domain. The
natural step is, therefore, to combine the two into a single model that
can account for the unloading of the whole seal domain. The objective
of such study would be twofold. On one side, quantitative prediction
would be extended to include unloading of seals, which has been proven
to be of interest. On the other hand, it could also be used to test if
the results described for the local scale domain translate to the full seal
domain.

Another topic of study is the effects of errors of form, which could
be accounted for in the presented model. The literature also suggests
that error of form may play an important role in the characterisation of
a seal. It has not however yet been studied in detail and therefore, it
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remains a topic yet to be explored.
Finally, all the cases studied assume that the seal interface is made

up by two uncoated surfaces with an already leaking fluid between them.
In order to get closer to the practical cases in reality, the model needs
further development in order to include coated surfaces and fluids for
which surface tension can prevent leakage, for instance.
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Abstract
Surfaces in a typical seal exhibit both waviness and roughness. The
influence of the interaction between these two scales on the leakage be-
haviour is expected to be relevant. Therefore, a model, which can study
it, is developed here. The model is composed of state-of-the-art mod-
els for the contact mechanics between rough metal surfaces and for the
liquid flow through the rough aperture in-between them. Correlation
between percentage real contact area and actual contact topology and
leak rate was confirmed through numerical analysis. Small changes in
relative position between the contacting surfaces showed large devia-
tion in leak rate. The validity of the model was justified by comparing
results from numerical simulations using the model and experimental
results found in literature qualitatively.

Key words
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A.1 Introduction

Static metal-to-metal seals are typically installed whenever the condi-
tions in terms of temperature and pressure are so severe that the com-
monly used rubber seals cannot be used. This includes space industry,
cryogenic applications and nuclear power among others [2]. Despite the
importance of these applications, little work is found regarding these
seals; both because of the intrinsic complexity of the components and
because more focus was placed on rubber seals [1].

The complexity of metal-to-metal seals comes from its topography,
which usually has a structure as given by a turning process; this is, with
a spiral groove covering the whole seal face surface and roughness in
smaller scales [6]. Such topography is depicted schematically in Fig. A.1.
Making an analogy with a 2-D profile, the bottom part of the groove
can be referred as valleys and its upper parts as peaks. If such a surface
is placed into contact with a flat smooth surface, the contact will occur
solely on the peaks and the contact will form a spiral pattern. Because of
the roughness at smaller scales, this pattern will not be continuous, but
rather the contact will be supported only by the asperities present on the
peaks. This second contact distribution was experimentally observed by
Nitta et al. [10] and allows connecting the valleys in radial direction.
One could actually see the contact as occurring in two separated scales:
a first scale on the top of the peaks and a smaller one on the top of the
asperities. It is also important to consider that the turning process does
not leave a regular groove, but rather an irregular distribution of peaks
and valleys and errors of form. It has already been shown that these
deviations are relevant in the prediction of leak rate [3].

The previously defined topography imposes a very particular flow
pattern in form of meanders, as was observed by Nakamura and Fun-
abashi [11]. The pressure gradient leading the flow is in radial direction,
perpendicular to the spiral groove, and, therefore, this will be a pre-
ferred direction for the flow. However, due to the contact distribution,
the flow has less restriction to flow in circumferential direction, following
the spiral groove. Therefore, whenever the path in the radial direction
becomes too constricted, the flow will advance in the circumferential
direction until a sufficiently large opening in radial direction is encoun-
tered. However, the preferred direction of the flow will still be radial,
since it is the direction of the pressure drop, and the flow will only
advance in the circumferential direction when the radial flow is too re-
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Figure A.1: Schematic of a typical topography encountered in a metal-to-
metal seal, with the two main directions indicated. In bright, a width of
about 0.5 mm is marked, assuming a seal diameter of 30 mm. The area
marked also show the relative size of the domain utilized in this work (see
Fig.A.3) in comparison with the full size of the seal

stricted, as pointed out by Robbe-Valloire and Prat [5]. This is also the
explanation for the meandering flow pattern observed experimentally
in [11].

Therefore, whenever the path in radial direction becomes too tough,
the flow will advance in the circumferential direction until an easier path
in radial direction is found. However, the preferred direction of the flow
will still be radial, since it is the direction of the pressure drop, and
the flow will only advance in circumferential direction when the radial
flow is not allowed [5]. The described flow pattern creates, indeed, the
meanders observed experimentally.

Capturing the behaviour defined previously in a numerical model
is complicated because it might require, in general, a large and dense
grid. Therefore, the studies found in literature attempting to model
metal-to-metal seals are scarce and tend to simplify greatly the surface
topography. Since the complexity appears because of the combination of
the spiral groove and the roughness on top of it, one usually finds works
where either the roughness or the groove are not fully considered. In the
first type of approach, the works of Geoffroy and Prat [6] and of Robbe-
Valloire and Prat [5] are relevant because they could distinguish the
flow mode according to its main direction and give insight in the order
of magnitude of the leakage of each mode. Ledoux et al. [3] also used
a simple representation of the groove to state that the low-frequency
surface defects can affect the leakage performance significantly. From
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the second type of analysis work is found which is not restricted to
metal-to-metal seals, as the particular structure of the topography is no
longer relevant. Also, these models are have reached a more detailed
description of reality. As an example, Vallet et al. [52] computed the
deformation of a fractal surfaces when elastically compressed under a
certain load and computed the flow through the resultant aperture by
means of the Reynolds equation. Also, Sahlin et al. [14, 15] presented a
model where the contact was treated as elastic-perfectly plastic and the
flow was computed in a smaller cell using the homogenization technique.
That model showed good agreement with experimental results. A dif-
ferent approach was taken by Persson and Yang [8], who exploited the
fractal nature and isotropy of many surfaces to develop a semi-analytical
model for such surfaces. According to their multi-scale representation of
roughness, the channels in radial direction (and thus the leakage) should
never disappear. In practice, however, those must be of a certain size
to allow significant percolation. Also, at some point the circumferential
flow will be more significant than the one through the small channels in
axial direction.

In order to achieve a deeper understanding of the seals, however, both
the groove and the roughness must be accounted for at the same time,
as it can be deduced from the experimental work done by Nakamura
and Funabashi [11] and Nitta et al. [10] that the interaction between
the two is relevant to determine the flow. The work by Marie et al. [53]
is an early attempt to fully consider the problem, but the roughness
representation was not sufficient to study its effects fully. More over,
the consideration of two equally rough counter surfaces introduces new
features that must be understood.

The purpose of this work is, therefore, to develop a model capable of
predicting the leak rate accounting for both spiral groove and roughness.
The topography is therefore defined by measurements taken of both
counter-surfaces, which allows including a realistic representation of all
scales (down to a manageable one). This is accomplished by adapting
pre-existing models, see [14, 15], that can account for roughness so that
they can be utilized to study also the effects imposed by the groove.
Notice here that no pre-existent knowledge is pre-imposed in the model
definition; this information is rather used to qualitatively validate the
model results.

In Section A.2 the model developed is presented and in Section A.3
the model is utilized to describe the flow through two equally rough sur-
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faces. This includes both a comparison of the results given by the model
with previous experimental work and introduction of new insights.

A.2 Leakage model

The model presented follows a structure similar to previous works, e.g.
[14, 53]. This structure solves the problem in two stages. First the
two surfaces are placed in contact under certain load and the contact
mechanics theory is used to compute their deformation and obtain the
gap left between them. In a second step, the flow through this gap is
computed to obtain the leakage. These two problems are decoupled in
this structure. This decoupling is justified by the small typical values
of fluid pressure (up to few MPa) as compared to the contact pressures
(up to few GPa), which allows neglecting the surface deformation due
to fluid pressure.

Before going in detail with the solution, however, the solution domain
is defined.

A.2.1 Specification of the solution domain

The criteria used to define the solution domain is to be the smallest
possible such that it can account for the structure of the topography.
This is necessary for computational reasons.

A significant length in radial direction is required in order ot account
properly for the irregularities in peaks and valleys, as they appear at
very long wavelength and a relatively large amount of peaks shall be
considered at the same time. The reason that prevents the decoupling
of different peaks is that the amount of contact carried by a certain
peak depends on the neighbour peaks. Indeed, if one peak is between
two higher ones, it will be difficult for it to engage in contact with the
other surface. Moreover, this kind of seals can have a radius of curvature
to concentrate the contact region. Therefore, the full length of the seal
usually needs to be considered.

In order to choose the length in circumferential direction, it is as-
sumed that the flow is mainly radial. Of course, at very low leak rates,
the circumferential flow should be taken in account. But one must con-
siderer that, while the pressure drop in the seal occurs in few millimetres
in radial direction, it would occur along few meters in circumferential
direction, making it negligible for most applications. More care must
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be taken to capture the meanders, which can become significantly large
as flow in radial direction is more and more restricted. In this study,
this length has been enforced by computational limitation. It is realized
that, at the smallest leak-rates, meanders might not be accounted for
properly.

Because of the usage of periodic boundary conditions in circumfer-
ential behaviour, the surface has been mirrored in that direction. The
reason for that is that an unrealistic topography would be created on
the boundary otherwise and, as it will be seen later on, this could have
a significant effect.

The narrow cell selected allows presenting the domain in Cartesian
coordinates instead of polar ones, this is,

Ω = {(x, y) ∈ R
2 | 0 ≤ x ≤ Lx, 0 ≤ y ≤ Ly}, (A.1)

where x stands for radial direction and y stands for circumferential di-
rection. Also, the spiral groove appears as a (irregular) sinusoidal wave
with alternating peaks and valleys instead of a connected grove.

A.2.2 Contact mechanics

The deformation of the topography is computed following the model
presented by Sahlin et al. [14]. A summary is given in this section for
the sake of completeness. The reader is referred to their article for more
details and an algorithm for implementation.

The deformed aperture, h, in the seal is defined as the gap between
the two surfaces when they are compressed under a certain load. There-
fore, it determines the volume and the geometry through which the fluid
can percolate. It can be expressed as

h = ĥ1 + h1 + u − g00, (A.2)

where ĥ1 represents the average separation of the two surfaces when
zero load is applied, h1 the geometry of the unloaded aperture, u the
local displacement (or deformation of the topography) and g00 is the
rigid-body movement of the bodies.

In order to determine the deformation u from a given pressure dis-
tribution, one can split it between an elastic and a plastic contribution.
The elastic deformation at a point (x, y) is obtained by superpositioning
the contributions caused by the pressures acting at all other points (s, t).
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This is computed via the convolution

ue(x, y) =
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
Kcm (x − s, y − t) pd (s, t) dsdt, (A.3)

which is the convolution product between the contact pressure, pd, and
the convolution kernel, Kcm, which is defined, under the frictionless
elastic half-space assumption, as

Kcm (x − s, y − t) =
2

πE′
1√

(x − s)2 + (y − t)2
. (A.4)

where, E′ is the composite elastic modulus expressed as

1
E′ =

1 − ν1
E1

+
1 − ν2

E2
, (A.5)

being Ei and νi the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio for each
surface.

The plastic contribution of u is defined as ideally plastic, this is, once
the softer material starts to yield, it is allowed to float, contributing to
the elastic deformation with a pressure equal to the hardness.

In order to compute the pressure distribution, one adds the following
complementary system:

h(x, y) > 0, pd(x, y) = 0, (x, y) /∈ Ωc (A.6)
h(x, y) = 0, pd(x, y) > 0, (x, y) ∈ Ωc (A.7)

0 ≤ pd(x, y) ≤ H, (x, y) ∈ Ω (A.8)

where yc defines the contact region and H the hardness of the softer
surface.

Finally, the pressure distribution must satisfy

W =
1

An

∫
Ω

pd (x, y) dxdy, (A.9)

where W is the nominal load (N/m2), An the nominal contact area and
Ω the domain considered.

In order to obtain the deformed aperture (h) as well as the contact
pressure (pd) the system (A.3) to (A.5) and (A.9) are solved iteratively
(in the same way as suggested in [14]) until the conditions (A.6) to (A.8)
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are satisfied.
In order to obtain the deformed aperture, h, it is solved iteratively

together with the contact pressure, pd, until conditions (A.6) to (A.8)
are fulfilled. Moreover, the contact pressure is adapted in each iteration
so that condition (A.9) is obeyed.

In accordance to the leakage computation, the surface is set to be
periodic in circumferential direction and finite in radial direction. This
is also in accordance with actual seals, where the length in circumferen-
tial direction is much longer than the considered domain while the hole
length is considered in axial direction.

A.2.3 Leakage computation

In order to compute the leakage, one needs to compute the flow through
the aperture h in the whole domain. The thin film assumption is em-
ployed here and, therefore, the pressure distribution is computed using
the Reynolds equation. For an incompressible and Newtonian fluid, the
Reynolds equation governing the flow through the deformed aperture in
a static metal-to-metal seal reads

∇ ·
(
h3∇pf

)
= 0, (A.10)

where pF is here the fluid pressure. The boundary conditions in the
y-direction are specified to be periodic and in the x-direction, they are
specified as

pf (0, y) = Δpf (A.11)
pf (Lx, y) = 0 (A.12)

where Δpf is the pressure drop over the seal. The flow problem can then
be written in non-dimensional form by setting p = pf /Δpf , which has
the effect to decouple the pressure flow computation from the pressure
drop applied in the seal.

Once pressure distribution pf is obtained, the leakage per unit width
in radial direction for the studied domain can be computed as

Qr =
Δpf

η
K, (A.13)
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where
K =

1
Ly

1
Lx

1
12

∫
Ω

h3 ∂p

∂x
dxdy (A.14)

is defined to account for the cell-dependent contribution to leakage and
can be interpreted as a permeability. Since it has been assumed that
flow occurs only in radial direction, and assuming that Qr is constant
over the perimeter, the total leak rate of a seal can be computed as

Q =
πDΔpf

η
K, (A.15)

where D is the (mean) diameter of the seal. Notice here that the leak
rate is expressed in a form equivalent to the Darcy’s law, in accordance
with the experimental work done by Marie and Lasseux [2].

A.3 Results and discussion

The leakage through the contact between two surfaces has been studied.
Both surfaces have a clearly defined waviness (coming from the spiral
groove) of 0.15 mm period and a Sa of 1.8 and 1.6 μm respectively,
which means that the waviness in both surface are comparable. The
width of the domain considered is approximately 0.5 × 2.6 mm. This
corresponds to a length comparable to the full seal length in radial di-
rection and a narrow strip in circumferential direction. An idea of the
relative dimensions is given in Fig. A.1. The leakage has been computed
for three different configurations, which are obtained by varying the rel-
ative position in the radial direction of the surfaces, as shown schematic
in Fig. A.2. The change in the relative distance between Configuration
1 to 2, and from 2 to 3 is about 70 μm, which corresponds approxi-
mately to half of the waviness period. Figure A.3, shows the profile of
the unloaded aperture for the three configurations. One can see that the
waviness is not as clearly defined in the Configuration 2. This is because
in Configuration 1 and 3 the waves are (approximately) in phase while
they are (approximately) in counter-phase in Configuration 2.

Initially, the behaviour of the seals according to the simulations is
described and compared to experimental results in order to qualitatively
validate the model and to observe differences between the rough-smooth
configuration typically studied and the rough-rough one considered in
this work. The material properties used for these sections correspond
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Configuration 1

Configuration 2

Configuration 3

Figure A.2: Schematic view of the three Configurations considered. They
are obtained by translating the lower surface a distance corresponding to
half a wavelength. In Configurations 1 and 3 peaks face each other, while
in Configuration 2 peaks of one surfaces face valleys of the other and thus
the average separation between them is reduced
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Figure A.3: The unloaded aperture (in μm) for Configurations 1 to 3 (from
top to bottom)

to steel, described by E = 206 GPa, ν = 0.3, H = 2.75 GPa. Later,
H is varied to show the potential of this model to further investigate
metal-to-metal seals. Before discussing the results, however, a comment
on the resolution used is made.

A.3.1 Surface topography and resolution

The spacial resolution, which is the level of detail, in the x and y-
directions, at which the surface is measured is of high importance due
to the multi-scale nature of the surfaces. Indeed, the topography infor-
mation spans over a wide range of scales, from macroscopic ones to the
atomic scale [8]. This, in turn, implies that every time the resolution
is increased new features and potential percolating channels might ap-
pear. These will, however, be smaller than channels observed already
at a smaller resolution and might become negligible. The resolution re-
quired must therefore be decided based on the smallest value of the leak
rate that is to be computed.

The surface measurements are performed by optical interferometry,
with a separation between measurements, Dx, of 0.89μm in both di-
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Figure A.4: Mesh convergence study, utilizing the aperture corresponding
to Configuration 1.

rections. The measurable leak rate at such resolution is sufficient for
the comparison performed in this study, see, e.g. Fig. A.7. However,
we must ensure that no significant channels would appear if a higher
magnification would be considered. In order to study this, the aperture
corresponding to Configuration 1 is coarsened to Dx = 1.78μm and to
Dx = 3.56μm. The results are shown in Fig.A.4. It can be observed
that the difference between Dx = 1.78μm and Dx = 0.89μm is already
small as compared the differences observed between different configura-
tions (see, e.g. Fig. A.7). The resolution utilized (Dx = 0.89μm) is,
therefore, sufficient.

A.3.2 Real area of contact

Before studying the leak rate as a function of nominal load (W ), the real
contact area distribution is first addressed. This is relevant because the
contact area represents the main impediment to the flow.

The percentage of real contact area, Ar, is virtually the same for
all three configurations, see Fig. A.5. This is because the percentage of
plastically deformed area, Arp is almost as high as the percentage of real
contact area. Because of this, the real area of contact cannot be used to
explain any differences in the leak rate.

It is, however, clearly shown in Fig. A.6 that the distribution of
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Figure A.5: Variation in the percentage of real area of contact, Ar, with
nominal load for the three configurations studied, solid line. Dashed line
represents percentage of contact area which has deformed plastically, Arp.
In all the cases, it represents more than a 90% of the real contact area

the contact area is different for each of the three configurations. Mea-
surements of the real contact area between a turned surface and a much
smoother one presented by Nitta et al. [10] and Nitta and Matsuzaki [54]
show that the contact pattern forms striations in the circumferential di-
rection. Moreover, the contact inside the striations is supported by
asperities, which may lead to the channels through which the fluid can
percolate in radial direction. The distribution of contact pattern ob-
tained shows that this trend is also maintained in all three configurations
for the contact between two rough surfaces. It is worth noticing that
this distribution is also found in Configuration 2, where the peaks were
placed in counter phase, making the spiral groove to appear less clearly
in the unloaded aperture. The difference in the distribution lays in how
spread the contact is. While in Configurations 1 and 3 the lines are
cohesive, in Configuration 2 the contact is spread over a wider striation.

A.3.3 Leakage

Since leak rate, Q, is proportional to permeability, K, according to
(A.15), it is equivalent to study the variations in K as in Q.

In Fig. A.7, the variation of the logarithm of K with nominal load
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Figure A.6: Real contact area distribution (in black) for the three configu-
rations shown in Fig. A.3. The real contact area is distributed over lines,
which are more defined as the waviness is more clearly observed in the
unloaded aperture

is depicted. It can be deduced that there is, approximately, a power
law relationship between K and W . These two general trends are in
good agreement with the experimental work performed by Marie and
Lasseux [2]. Indeed, the leak rate they obtain is proportional to the
pressure drop over a large range of nominal loads. Also, the experimental
relation between the nominal pressure and the leak rate follows nearly a
power law. The actual numerical values for permeability they obtain are
smaller than those presented in this work. This is, however, attributed
to the smaller gap they had compared to the one considered in this work.
The reason for the gap to be larger is this work is the usage of two rough
surface instead of the rough-smooth configuration they use and the fact
that the surface used in this work are rougher.

The variability shown here is much higher than the one observed
experimentally, e.g., [2, 10]. The variability is so high in the simula-
tions because the contact distribution is also different. As the contact
is concentrated over a small number of peaks, and in the peaks over a
thinner line, the leak rate can decrease faster as the load increases. The
differences in contact concentration between Configurations 1 and 2 are
clear but not as much between 2 and 3, while the difference in leak rate
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Figure A.7: Permeability for the three configurations studied

is comparable (at high loads). The reason for that is that, because the
leak rate is strongly governed by the strongest restriction, there exist a
small area which has a strong influence on the leak rate. Therefore, any
small differences in such area can lead to great variations in leak rate. It
is worth noticing that Configuration 3 gives the better result here, but
might not be the desired one in sensitive applications. Because of the
high concentration of contact area, the leak rate would be very sensitive
to damage (e.g. a scratch) in that region. If that would occur, it would
be difficult to achieve a small leak rate. The other two are, therefore,
more robust.

This hypothesis is consistent with the observed fact that the pre-
dicted variability increases as the leak rate decreases. As the contact
pressure increases (and thus the leak rate reduces), the number of avail-
able channels and their size are reduced and therefore there is a poorer
average.

The reason why the variability observed experimentally is smaller is
thought to be that the actual seals are much larger than the domain
studied. Therefore, the different conditions observed in the studied do-
mains are averaged, leading to a overall smaller variability. A reliable
result should, therefore, come from an average of the results obtained
by computing over several measurements spread over the seal circum-
ference. Also, a circumferential displacement can allow the flow to find
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a more suitable region to advance in radial direction. One must real-
ize, however, that the peaks are quite flat in circumferential direction,
which indicates that a large distance would probably be needed to ob-
serve relevant differences. Therefore, a much larger domain would also
be needed, which has been found to be not practical to solve in the
current computers.

The benefit of this contact distribution (and thus of the surface to-
pography) is shown when the values for real contact area are compared
to those given for isotropic surfaces. According to the percolation the-
ory, the contact area needed to achieve sealing in an isotropic surface
is around 40% [8], while in the studied surfaces with only around 10%,
sealing is already achieved. One should notice that this is of special
relevance in metal seals, as the load needed to achieve the actual small
values is already high.

Also, isotropic surfaces exhibit a very close relation between the
permeability and the area of contact, which allows developing semi-
analytical models [8]. It can be seen from these results that this is not
the case with these surfaces. Or, at least, one would require a very large
area to observe this correlation.

The structure of the topography has also another effect that may
seem counter-intuitive. As seen in Fig. A.8, the average interfacial sep-
aration between surfaces is the smallest for Configuration 2 and the
largest for Configuration 3. This is, the closer the surfaces are, the
larger the leak rate. The reason for this is that the configurations where
peaks are in phase, favourable for sealing, have also a higher separation
between the surfaces. Furthermore, the average separation is mainly
dependant on the larger gaps, this is, the bottom of the spiral groove.
The leak rate is, however, governed by the narrowest constriction which
needs to be crossed (the critical constriction in Persson’s theory [8]).
This narrowest constriction is defined by the roughness at the contact
lines and, therefore it is independent of the groove depth. Therefore,
the average separation is a bad predictor for leak rate.

A.3.4 Influence of hardness

As said before, the percentage of asperities that deform plastically is very
high (more than 90%), which makes it possible to make the following
assumption,

Ar

An
≈ W

H
. (A.16)
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Figure A.8: Average interfacial separation, a.i.s. for the three configurations
studied. The order shows that the higher the separation, the smaller the
leak rate

One would think, therefore, that the permeability vs. nominal load
curves could be collapsed into a K vs. W/H master curve. However,
despite this is good for low loads, it is a poor approximation at higher
loads. To exemplify this, the permeability has been computed for Config-
uration 1 assuming three different hardness, H = 5 GPa, H = 2.75 GPa
and H = 1 GPa. The results for this are shown in Fig. A.9. One can
observe that higher hardness presents higher leakage and requires higher
W/H values to achieve sealing. The contact distributions for the three
cases are shown in Fig. A.10 for a constant value of W/H. As expected,
the contact patterns are very similar. A close look, however, reveals that
the contact area is more spread when the hardness is higher. This, in
turn, explains why higher W/H are needed to achieve sealing.

The reason why this occurs can be explained by the long range
elastic coupling between the asperities. This is shown schematically in
Fig. A.11. At equal W/H, the actual load carried by each asperity when
it starts to deform plastically is higher when the hardness is higher. This
makes the elastic deformation of these asperities (and the surrounding
ones) more significant. This higher deformation allows other asperities
to engage in contact and thus it spreads the contact area. This larger
spread leaves more channels between the contact striations and, there-
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Figure A.9: Permeability for Configuration 1 for three values of hardness
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Figure A.10: Real contact area distribution (in black) for Configuration 1
and three different hardnesses: 5, 2.75 and 1 GPa from top to bottom.
The contact becomes more spread as the hardness of the surface increases.
W/H = 0.06 for the three cases
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deformation

Contact 
allowed

Constant W/H

Figure A.11: Schematics of the mechanism of spreading of real contact area
at increased plastic limit. Having the solid line as a reference, the dashed
line represents a surface with higher plasticity limit. Because at the same
Ar the peak on the right supports higher load, it deforms more and thus
allow the surface to approach and the peak on the left to engage contact

fore, the permeability is increased. As explained in the previous section,
a more robust seal is obtained if contact area is more spread. Therefore,
one could argue that, although a higher load is needed, a more reliable
seal is obtained if the hardness of the surfaces is increased.

To further comprehend the previous statement, one must realize that
while a perfectly plastic model implies the equality in (A.16) the reverse
is not true. This becomes clear if one considers a surface with relatively
sharp asperities, with a small enough radius so that most of them will
deform plastically, as it is the case for the surfaces considered in this
work. In such a case, equality in (A.16) holds. However, the long range
elastic deformation will still determine, if it is large enough, which as-
perities will engage in contact and how much will those flow. As shown
previously, this elastic deformation will lead to different gap and thus
to different permeability. Following this reasoning, one can see that at
low W/H values, the elastic deformation can be neglected and thus a
perfectly plastic assumption would be acceptable. Elastic deformation
is said to be negligible because while being different in the three cases
(different W ), the gap is still the same.
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A final comment is given to the relation of H, W and E′. Observing
the contact mechanics model, one can notice that it can be set in non-
dimensional form with a common reference value for these three quan-
tities. If taking, for example, the non-dimensional pressure P = p/E′,
then the equations (A.3) to (A.9) will result in one unique solution for
any given combination of the non-dimensional parameters H∗ = H/E′

and W ∗ = W/E′.
A final comment is given to the relation of H, W and E′. Observing

the contact mechanics model, one can notice that it can be set in non-
dimensional form with a common reference value for these three quan-
tities. If taking, for example, the non-dimensional pressure P = p/E′,
the equations governing the contact mechanical model, (A.2) to (A.9)
can preserve the same form by introducing the parameters H∗ = H/E′

and W ∗ = W/E′. This implies that by changing E′, the opposite effect
will be obtained as when changing H.

A.4 Concluding remarks

This works presents a model that can be utilized to study the leakage
through metal-to-metal seals accounting for both the waviness of the
spiral groove and the surface roughness.

By utilising the model to conduct numerical simulations of contacts
between surfaces with real, measured topographies, some insight on the
leakage behaviour has been obtained. The role of real contact area and
average interfacial separation has been shown to be different than for
isotropic surfaces, because of the particular contact topology arising due
to the waviness of the spiral groove in this case. The percentage of real
contact area is correlated to the leak rate. However, it is not sufficient
since its distribution and the formation of channels and restrictions plays
an even more relevant role. In general, the more real contact area and
the more concentrated it is, the better the sealing performance becomes.
Average interfacial separation has proven to be completely uncorrelated
to leak rate. This is because the average interfacial separation is gov-
erned by waviness of the spiral groove, while the leak rate is more related
to the distribution of the local surface roughness on the contact along
the contact lines caused by the waviness. A parametric study varying
the hardness of the softer surface was also performed. The study showed
that, due to large percentage plastic deformation, a perfect plastic model
(W=H) gives a good estimate of the leakage at low loads. For higher
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loads, it was found that the long range elastic coupling cannot be ne-
glected and that an elastic-plastic model is required to predict the flow.

The main drawback of the model is the large variability observed in
the results obtained. This is thought to come from a physical feature,
i.e. the relative position of the contacting surfaces, but it is also thought
that it is enhanced by the model due to the limited width of the domain
studied.

A qualitative comparison with experimental results found in liter-
ature show good agreement which suggests that the model provides a
good platform for further developments.
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Abstract
Seal surface topography typically consists of global scale geometric fea-
tures as well as local scale roughness details and homogenization ap-
proaches are therefore readily applied. The advantage with homoge-
nization is that it originates from a scale separation idea, implying that
global scale features can be resolved with a relatively coarse mesh while
a highly resolved computational domain can be applied to represent the
local scale features. In a seal, the pressure driven fluid typically follows
a tortuous pattern as it percolates through the rough aperture between
the sealing surfaces. The aperture cross section geometry belongs to
the local scale but due to the geometry of the meanders, which grow
when the flow decreases, the local domain size may need to be larger
than what is feasible for a numerical solution to be attainable. To this
end, a model allowing feasibly sized local domains, for really small flow
rates, is developed. Realisation was made possible by coupling the two
scales with a stochastic element. Results from numerical experiments,
show that the present model is in better agreement with the direct deter-
ministic one than the conventional homogenization type of model, both
quantitatively in terms flow rate and qualitatively in reflecting the flow
pattern.

Keywords
Reynolds equation, Two-Scales, Stochastic, Contact Mechanics, Seals
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B.1 Introduction

Pressure driven flow through preamble structures such as the percolation
of fluids in static seals, see e.g., [2, 6, 8] and the flow through fractured
porous media, in e.g., [33, 50], is a problem that has been addressed in
many works before. The numerical solution of this problem is, however,
complicated due to its multi-scale nature. Indeed, the flow domain is
usually of the order of millimetres or even larger while the level of detail
necessary to resolve the narrowest, still influential, constrictions may
require nanometre order resolution [30]. Since large domains resolved
with a high level of detail are often required, the multi-scale nature of
the flow problem prevents the usage of deterministic solutions.

Among other solutions, the problem associated with the flow through
the gap between two rough surfaces this problem has repeatedly been
commonly addressed in the lubrication field by separating the problem
into two scales, i.e., a global scale covering the full seal domain and
a local scale accounting for the roughness details. This type of scale
separation was employed Christensen [35], who presented a stochastic
two-scale approach, Elrod [36], who applied a perturbation technique
and by Patir and Cheng [37] who presented a statistical approach and
derived so called flow factors, to model the roughness effect on the fluid
flow between two rough surfaces and to link the two scales together.
This concept has been further developed by others, see [43, 44, 55, 56]
for instance. Of particular interest is the homogenization technique,
which provides a solid mathematical foundation to this approach, see
e.g. [41]. An application to the mixed lubrication problem, including a
study on leakage, can be found in the two-part paper by Sahlin et al. [14,
15]. In the aforementioned lubrication theory based work, the contact
mechanics model has not been treated as a two-scale approach, instead,
a periodic roughness description has been adopted [15]. An exception
to that is [46], where the elastohydrodynamic lubrication problem is
formulated by means of separation into two scales. Two-scale approaches
have turned out to be applicable in many applications, however, as the
gap becomes thinner the flow becomes smaller and the local scale model
requires larger and larger domains to produce a converged value for the
flow factors. This makes the two-scale approach lose its effectiveness.

The percolation problem has been also a common issue between those
studying the flow through porous media. This problem is essentially
equal to the one describing the pressure driven flow through the gap
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between two stationary rough surfaces. In this field, it is not uncommon
to find stochastic representations of permeability or the porous media
itself, see, e.g., [57–61]. Generally, however, the probability distribution
of the permeability is an input to the model and is not computed from
actual pore-scale measurements. A model for the flow through a porous
media that is similar to the model presented here, can be found in [62].
In that work the flow through a fabric pattern is investigated and the
permeability distribution is generated stochastically by considering the
results of CFD analysis over different fabric configurations.

The stochastic approach applied in porous media flow modelling is
also seen as beneficial in the study of small flows between rough surfaces.
A reason for this is given in the work by Dapp and Müser [9], where it is
shown that the local scale pressure drop, at very low flow rates, occurs
over one very small constriction only. This implies that the local flow
will depend on the geometry of such constrictions and that the total flow
can only be described in a statistical manner, because of the resolution
requirement.

The idea behind this work is to describe the stochastic element by
means of a two-scale formulation similar to those presented previously.
This is done using the framework of Heterogeneous Multiscale Method
(HMM) [63]. The main novelty of this work is that it permits to es-
timate the uncertainty of the results due to the random nature of the
topography. Another advantage with the present model is that it is pos-
sible to restrict the size of the local domain and still obtain a converged
solution. Moreover, it is shown that this approach predicts a more re-
alistic flow pattern compared to the flow patterns obtained by utilising
conventional two-scale models for similar local domain size.

B.2 Method

The problem to be solved is the one that governs the flow through two
surfaces which are compressed against each other. As said previously,
the multi-scale nature of the problem prevents the usage of a deter-
ministic solution to such problem. Therefore, a two-scale approach is
utilized.

In order to compute the flow rate and the flow pattern, it is first
necessary to compute the deformed shape of the gap between the two
surfaces (contact mechanics problem). The deformed gap is due to fluid
pressure and asperity contact. In this case we consider the fluid pressure
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contribution to be small and it is therefore neglected. This permits sepa-
rating the problem into two smaller problems that can be solved sequen-
tially: compute the deformed gap and compute the flow rate through
that gap.

In the following, the method utilized in this work is presented. First
an introduction to the HMM framework, used to develop the model, is
given. After that the two-scale stochastic model is introduced. This in-
cludes the theory behind the two-scale formulation of the flow model and
the contact mechanics problem and the introduction of the stochastic el-
ement. Also, an overview of the solution procedure is given. Finally, the
two-scale flow formulation presented on this work is compared against
the well-established homogenization technique.

B.2.1 Heterogeneous Multiscale Method

The Heterogeneous Multiscale Method (HMM) is a general framework
utilized to build two-scale models [63] which is flexible in the sense that
global and local scale models do not need to be of the same nature.
This will allow us introducing the stochastic element in a more natu-
ral way than the more rigid multi-scale homogenization technique, this
is, without the imposition of periodicity in roughness. Under the HMM
framework, the model is constructed in to steps: (i) definition of a global
scale model, which will include some parameter or variable containing
the information of the local scale model, and (ii) definition of a local scale
model that permits finding those variables or parameters. The first step
is crucial as a wrong definition of the global scale method can lead to
a wrong specification of the local scale constraints. Although it can be
derived from the local scale data, it is better to utilize previous (experi-
mental or theoretical) knowledge about the global scale behaviour. The
local scale model is usually easier to identify, as one can utilize a more
fundamental representation of the reality. However, one must be careful
on the selection of boundary conditions for the local scale problem and
the data processing utilized to transfer information to the global scale.
In particular, the boundary conditions in the local scale model must be
specified so that the solution is consistent with the global scale model.
One should understand by consistent that the local scale should be con-
structed so that the global scale can be seen as a coarse representation
of it.
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B.2.2 The two-scale stochastic model

In this section the two-scale stochastic model developed is presented.
We start by introducing the two-scales methods for both the flow model
and the contact mechanics problem. After this, the stochastic element is
introduced in the two-scale formulation. Finally, the solution procedure
is outlined.

B.2.2.1 The two-scale flow model

Before presenting the two-scale formulation, we introduce the determin-
istic flow model. In this work, we consider the rectangular domain

Ωs := {x|0 < x1 < L1, 0 < x2 < L2}, (B.1)

covering the full seal area. In this domain, the gap between the two
rough surfaces, hε(x), is resolved at a high level of detail. The subscript
ε indicates that the gap oscillates rapidly due to the roughness, thus
imposing a high resolution in the representation of the domain. In order
to solve the fluid pressure distribution through the gap, the lubrication
approximation is utilized. Therefore, the well-known Reynolds equation
can be used. For an iso-viscous incompressible fluid and with no relative
motion between the surfaces, this equation can be written as

∇ ·
(
hε(x)3∇pε(x)

)
= 0, (B.2)

where pε is the fluid pressure, which will oscillate rapidly in accordance
to hε. The problem is completed by posing the boundary conditions. In
order to obtain a pressure driven flow, a pressure drop, Δp, is enforced in
x1-direction by setting Dirichlet boundary conditions. In x2-direction,
periodic boundary conditions are imposed. Once the fluid pressure dis-
tribution is known, the total leak rate can be computed by integrating
the mass flow over the domain Ωs. In accordance with the Reynolds
equation, this is,

Qd =
1

12η

1
L1

∫
Ωs

hε(x)3 ∂pε(x)
∂x1

dx, (B.3)

were η is the viscosity of the fluid.
As stated previously, it often becomes too computationally expensive

to resolve the roughness at the global scale. Provided that the period of
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the oscillations is sufficiently small, one can separate the problem into
two scales: one considering the detail of the oscillations (local scale) and
the other accounting for the slow variations in the whole domain (global
scale). Following the HMM framework, we start by presenting the global
scale model. Then we will present the local scale one.

The global scale is solved in a domain Ωc, which is a coarse represen-
tation of Ωs. Since the Reynolds equation is a mass-conservation law, it
is natural to define the global scale model also as a mass conservation
law. Following a finite volume formulation, this can be posed as

−j0
i−1/2,j + j0

i+1/2,j − j0
i,j−1/2 + j0

i,j+1/2 = 0, (B.4)

where j0 are the global scale fluxes and (i, j) identify any point of the
global scale. For each grid point, the fluxes must therefore be esti-
mated from the solutions of the local scale model. We will show that, in
agreement with Darcy’s law, the flux is proportional to the local pres-
sure drop, δp, and we will refer to these constants as permeability, K.
Therefore, (B.4) can be rewritten as

− K1
i−1/2,jδp1

i−1/2,j + K1
i+1/2,jδp1

i+1/2,j

− K2
i,j−1/2δp2

i,j−1/2 + K2
i,j+1/2δp2

i,j+1/2 = 0, (B.5)

where
K1

i+1/2,j =
[
K11

i+1/2,j K12
i+1/2,j

]T
,

K2
i,j+1/2 =

[
K21

i,j+1/2 K22
i,j+1/2

]T
,

δp1
i+1/2,j =

[
δp11

i+1/2,j δp12
i+1/2,j

]
and

δp2
i,j+1/2 =

[
δp21

i,j+1/2 δp22
i,j+1/2

]
.

Here the first superscript indicates the direction of the corresponding
flux and the second one the direction of the local pressure drop. Notice
that, in order to express the flux in m3/s and the permeability in m3,
(B.5) is scaled by the (constant) viscosity. Together with the boundary
conditions, posed equally to those in the deterministic problem, (B.5)
permits computing the global scale fluid pressure. The total leak rate is
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then
Q2s =

1
η

∑
∂oΩc

K11
i+1/2,jδp11

i+1/2,j , (B.6)

where ∂oΩc is the part of the boundary of Ωc regarded as an outlet.

In the global scale model, the permeabilities are the parameters con-
taining the local scale information. We, therefore, define the local scale
in order to compute them. Let us start by deriving the fluxes in (B.4).
As an example, consider j0

i+1/2,j ; the others can be defined analogously.
In order to do so, we define a local domain between the neigboor global
scale points,

ω = {x|X1 i,j < x1 < X1 i+1,j , X2 i,j−1/2 < x2 < X2 i,j+1/2}, (B.7)

which has a size Δx1 × Δx2. Similarly as in the deterministic formula-
tion, we solve the fluid pressure distribution by means of the Reynolds
equation, (B.2). We, however, need to pose the boundary conditions
in a way that the local scale model is consistent with the global scale
one. In order to see which conditions must be fulfilled, we assume that
the global scale component of pε, p0, varies linearly between the points
global scale points, i.e.,

p0(x) = P 0
i,j+

P 0
i+1,j − P 0

i,j

Δx1
(x1 − X1 i,j)

+
P 0

i+1/2,j−1/2 − P 0
i+1/2,j+1/2

Δx2
(x2 − X2 i,j) , (B.8)

where the capital letters refer to the discrete representation in the global
scale. In order for it to be consistent, the local scale solution should be
in agreement with the above representation. Therefore, it should satisfy

〈
∂pε

∂x1

〉
=

δp11
i+1/2,j

Δx1
,

〈
∂pε

∂x2

〉
=

δp12
i+1/2,j

Δx2
, (B.9)

where
δp11

i+1/2,j = P 0
i+1,j − P 0

i,j ,

δp12
i+1/2,j = P 0

i+1/2,j+1/2 − P 0
i+1/2,j−1/2

and 〈·〉 indicates average over the local domain. Other conditions over
the mean value of pε could be introduced, but the flux would not be af-
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fected. Several boundary conditions can be posed so that the constraint
(B.9) is satisfied. Among them, the one providing better results is the
near periodic condition, i.e., periodicity of pε − p0 [64].

The boundary condition selected, however, introduces an unwanted
coupling between the global and the local scale. In order to remove this
coupling, we start by defining pε = p1

ε + p2
ε , with p1

ε , near periodic in
x1-direction and periodic in x2-direction, and p2

ε , defined analogously.
Furthermore, we define the non-dimensional variables

y1 = (x − Xi,j) /Δx1,

y2 = (x − Xi,j) /Δx2,

p1 = p1
ε/δp11

i+1/2,j

and
p2 = p2

ε/δp12
i+1/2,j .

Therefore, (B.2) can be written in ω as

δp11
i+1/2,j

Δx1
∇ ·

(
hε(y1)3∇p1(y1)

)

+
δp12

i+1/2,j

2Δx2
∇ ·

(
hε(y2)3∇p2(y2)

)
= 0. (B.10)

We can now find a solution by setting the two terms equal to zero inde-
pendently and thus obtain two problems, both of which are independent
from the global scale, i.e.,

∇ ·
(
hε(y1)3∇p1(y1)

)
= 0, p1(y) − y1

1 periodic, (B.11a)

∇ ·
(
hε(y2)3∇p2(y2)

)
= 0, p2(y) − y2

2 periodic. (B.11b)

It can be seen that the solution obtained by combining this two prob-
lems satisfies the condition (B.9). Once the local problems are solved,
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we can compute the local flux, i.e.,

j0
i+1/2,j =

1
12ηΔx1

∫
ω

hε(x)3 ∂pε(x)
∂x1

dx =

δp11
i+1/2,j

12η

∫
ω

hε(y1)3 ∂p1(y1)
∂y1

1
dy1+

δp12
i+1/2,j

12η

Δx2
Δx1

∫
ω

hε(y2)3 ∂p2(y2)
∂y2

1
dy2, (B.12)

We can now identify the local and the global scale contribution to the
flux. By defining the permeability, K as the local scale contribution, we
can write

j0
i+1/2,j

η
= K11

i+1/2,jδp1
i+1/2,j + K12

i+1/2,jδp2
i+1/2,j , (B.13)

which leads to the global scale model (B.5).

B.2.2.2 The two-scale contact mechanics model

The fluid flows through the gaps, hε, between the contacting surfaces.
This gap depends on the applied load. The flow defined previously is
solved on a clearance between the surfaces, hε, which varies depending
on the applied load. Therefore, the deformed shape of the gap must be
computed before the flow problem can be assessed. In order to do so,
an model based on the one presented in [14], is utilized. The equations
governing this method can be posed as

hε(x) = h1(x) + u(x) + g00, (B.14a)

u(x) =
1

E∗

∫
Ωs

pc(x)√
(x1 − x′

1)2 + (x2 − x′
2)2

dx′ =

=
∫

Ωs

k(x − x′)pc(x)dx′, (B.14b)

pc(x) · hε(x) = 0, 0 ≤ pc(c) ≤ H, 0 ≤ hε(x), (B.14c)

W =
1

AΩs

∫∫
Ωs

pc (x) dxdy, (B.14d)

where the clearance, hε, is defined as the original (no pressure) gap, h0,
plus the deformation, u, caused due to the contact pressure, pc, and
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a rigid body movement, g00. The deformation, u, is computed by the
convolution of a coefficients kernel, k, and the contact pressure, pc. This
can be seen as adding the deformation caused by the pressure at all
points. The equivalent Young modulus, E∗, is defined as

E∗ =
(

1 − ν2
1

E1
+

1 − ν2
2

E2

)−1

, (B.15)

where E and ν are the Young modulus and Poisson ratio of each surface.
Equation (B.14c) establishes a complementarity relation between hε and
pc, meaning that when there is contact, the clearance is zero and when
there is no contact, the pressure is zero. Finally (B.14d) imposes that
the average contact pressure is equal to a given total load, W . A perfect
plasticity condition is defined by imposing pc ≤ H, where H is the
hardness of the softer material. This problem can solved by using the
algorithm presented in [14], modified to account for the non-periodicity
in x1-direction (see, e.g. [65]).

In the same way as in the fluid computation, the computational
time for the contact mechanics problem rises as the domain size grows.
Therefore, a two-scale solution is also desired. In order to justify the
two-scale formulation of this problem we need to justify that (i) it is
a correct approximation to use a coarser representation of the surface
to capture the global scale trends in the contact mechanics results and
(ii) that it is a correct approximation to compute contact mechanics
problem in the local cells by using the nominal pressure pnom = Wlocal

as the only information from the global scale

We start by justifying the point (i). The goal is to show that the
utilization of a coarse representation of h0 gives as a result a coarse
representations of hε and pc. To do so, we apply a Gaussian filter, g, to
(B.14a), (B.14b), (B.14c) and (B.14d). We define

f̂(ξ) =
∫

f(x)e−2πixξdx, (B.16)
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as the Fourier transform of a function f(x). The equations then read

Ĥ(ξ) = ĝ(ξ) · ĥε(ξ) = ĝ(ξ) ·
(
ĥ0(ξ) + û(ξ) + ĝ00(ξ)

)
=

= Ĥ0(ξ) + Û(ξ) + Ĝ00(ξ), (B.17a)

Û(ξ) = ĝ(ξ) · û(ξ) = k̂(ξ) · ĝ(ξ) · p̂c(ξ) = k̂(ξ) · P̂c(ξ), (B.17b)

W =
1

An

∫∫
Ωs

Ĝ(ξ) · p̂c(ξ)dx =
1

An

∫∫
Ωs

P̂c(ξ) (x) dx, (B.17c)

where the capital letters identify the filtered functions. In order to ob-
tain (B.17c), the property of the filter to maintain the mean value has
been used. Equation (B.14c) has not been added because it does not
hold exactly for the coarsened problem. If one think on the comple-
mentarity condition and how the filter works, one can see that it holds
approximately provided that the coarsening do not alter the geometry at
the global scale. Regarding the plastic limit, the pressure are expected
to be lower, and in a more spread area due to the filtering. There-
fore, there should be less plastic deformation. This, however, should not
significantly affect the result.

Unlike the flow case, where each local cell corresponds to one point
in the global scale, this is not the case in this coarse representation. In
order to obtain the nominal pressure, pnom, of a local cell, the global
scale result should be averaged over a region of equivalent size.

We now discuss about the correctness of the second statement, (ii).
I has been shown that the elastic deformation caused by pressure is a
long range effect and it cannot be neglected [66]. However, the require-
ment here is smaller. The deformation on the local domain needs to be
computed only up to a constant (g00). Therefore, by assuming that the
elastic deformation caused by pressures far-away from the local domain
has a constant value over the considered domain, the local scale contact
mechanics problem can be solved independently from the global domain.

In order to asses the validity of this assumption one should notice
that, according to the St. Vennant’s principle, the contribution of the
distant regions is smooth. Then, by assuming that the local cell is rea-
sonably away from the boundaries, similar deformation can be assumed
in all directions, leading to a flat overall deformation. Although crude,
it is an adequate first approximation. The assumption of flat deforma-
tion is clearly not adequate if one refers to the deformation on points
near the cell boundaries caused by pressures in points neighbouring the
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local cell. In such close points, however, it is a reasonable claim that
the roughness is similar to the one on the cell. Therefore, a periodic
roughness assumption is also reasonable.

B.2.2.3 The stochastic approach

In the previous sections, a two-scale model has been developed. The
stochastic element has not, however, been introduced yet. Indeed, fol-
lowing the presented procedure, four cell problems (two for each direc-
tion) must be solved for each grid node in the global scale. Moreover,
the results can be sensitive to the measurement used for the computa-
tions. Because the surface topography is a random process, two different
measurements of the same surface (or two equivalent ones) are expected
to give different results. It is, therefore, of greater interest to obtain the
results as a confidence interval rather than a given value.

If one now takes a look to the permeabilities computed one notices
that they can be modelled as a random variable following a log-normal
distribution. This distribution is, however, rather broad. Moreover, it
is expected to see some spatial correlation between the different perme-
abilities, caused by fluctuations in the global scale. Therefore a reference
parameter, either average interfacial separation, h̄, or nominal pressure,
pnom, is taken from the global scale contact mechanics computation and
the permeabilities are fitted to different log-normal distributions as a
function of these parameters. These distributions have more narrow
permeability range and, therefore, are more meaningful.

Following this approach, the global scale is therefore not constructed
by solving the local problem on each coarse grid point but by assigning
randomly a permeability value. In order to ensure sufficient accuracy,
numerous realizations of the global scale are computed following a Monte
Carlo approach. The output is, therefore, given as a probability distri-
bution instead of a single value.

It is worth noticing that modelling a gap between two rough sur-
faces by randomly assign permeabilities from a log-normal distribution
(or other similar distributions) is a common practice in the porous me-
dia literature, e.g. [57, 67]. With the present approach, the parameters
for such distribution are no longer obtained experimentally but from
modelling the problem at the local scale.
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B.2.2.4 Solution procedure

A flow chart of the solution procedure for the model is depicted in
Fig. B.1. In the following, a more detailed description is given. Both
scales are effectively separated during the computations and therefore
they are treated separately here also. For clarity, the different domains
considered are represented in Fig. B.2

We start by considering the local scale solution procedure. In order
to solve the local problems, the whole measured domain is divided in a
set of local cells of size Δx1 ×Δx2. For the following numerical analysis,
these cells are mirrored in order to obtain a periodic roughness. We
notice that this implies that the permeabilities K12 and K21 will be zero
(see [68] for a justification). However, even without mirroring, these are
expected to be small in most cases, also in the surface textures used in
this work, see Fig. B.3 (this should be reconsidered the model is applied
to surfaces with different textures). The solution procedure is then as
follows:

1. The deformed gap in the local domain is computed for a range
of nominal pressures pnom, as described in Section B.2.2.2. It is
advised to compute the deformation for a very small nominal pres-
sure, which shall serve as a zero value during the interpolation.

2. The fluid pressure distribution is computed by (B.11) and the per-
meability is computed according to (B.12). This is done for the
range of nominal pressures previously computed and for a speci-
fied range of average interfacial separations h̄. A combination of
Dirichlet boundary condition in the direction of the pressure drop
and Neumann boundary conditions in the transverse direction is
used instead of the near periodic condition. The reason for this
is that this combination is easier to implement and yet equivalent
(see [68] for details).

3. The distribution of permeabilities for the given set of cells, and for
each reference parameter (pnom or h̄) are fitted to a log-normal dis-
tribution. The set of cells should be large enough in order to obtain
a good estimate for the parameters of the log-normal distribution.
A random selection of cells is desired to increase robustness against
any possible spacial variation of permeability.

Once the permeabilities are obtained from the local scale, the global
scale model is implemented in the following steps:
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Figure B.1: Flow chart of the proposed algorithm, indicating the steps and
the domains to be utilized.
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Local scale domain, x1-direction
Local scale domain, x2-direction

Global scale domain

Measurement domain Repetition of the 
measurement domain

Figure B.2: Representation of the different domains utilized in the imple-
mentation of the model.

1. A measurement of the topography is used as the input. This mea-
surement domain, Ω, is filtered by using a Gaussian filter and
re-sampled to a coarser grid.

2. The contact mechanics problem is solved using the coarse repre-
sentation of the measurement as input.

3. The resulting pressure and interfacial separation distribution is
further coarsened by averaging over domains of the same size of the
local scale cells. This results in a nominal pressure and an average
interfacial separation distribution. It is important to select the
same size as of the local cells since the permeability distributions
might depend on the size.

4. The global domain is covered by repetition of the nominal pres-
sure and average interfacial separation distributions. A global scale
variation might be included in the form of a nominal pressure or
average interfacial separation global scale variation. In order to
achieve this, the extended domain is obtained for a range of global
nominal pressure or average interfacial separation. The global
scale is then obtained by interpolating these extended distribu-
tions in accordance to the global scale trend.

5. Permeabilities are assigned to each point in the global scale. To do
so, the parameters of a log-normal distribution are first assigned
to each point by interpolation based on the reference parameter
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(pnom or h̄). Then a permeability value is generated using that
distribution.

6. The global scale fluid pressure distribution is computed by means
of (B.5) and the total leak rate is computed by means of (B.6).

7. Points 5 and 6 are repeated until good estimates for the leak rate
and its variance are achieved. If the leak rate does not follow a
normal distribution, the 95% confidence interval can be computed
by performing a large enough number of realizations so that 95% of
them have a leak rate which consistently falls inside a fixed range.

It is important to notice that there will be cells with zero local perme-
ability, occurring when there is no available path connecting the inlet
and the outlet in the local domain. Those cells cannot be included in the
log-normal distribution. Instead, the fraction of cells with zero perme-
ability is stored. Then a number of cells corresponding to this fraction
is set to zero in the global scale.

The reference parameter should be chosen between the nominal pres-
sure and the average interfacial separation as the one that better cor-
relates with the permeability. For example, for the turned surface with
the topographies depicted in Fig. B.3, permeabilities in x1-direction cor-
relate well with nominal pressure (except for when contact is lost) while
the one in x2-direction correlate better with the average interfacial sep-
aration.

B.2.3 An average permeability approach

Most of the most successful two-scale models for fluid flow are based on
the homogenization technique. Therefore we benchmark our flow model
to it. We first notice that the proposed boundary conditions make the
problem equivalent to that of standard homogenization. Indeed, by
making the change of variables χ1 = p1 + y1

1 and χ2 = p2 + y2
2, the local

problems read

∇ ·
(
h3

ε∇χ1
)

=
∂h3

ε

y1
1

, χ1 periodic, (B.18a)

∇ ·
(
h3

ε∇χ2
)

=
∂h3

ε

y2
1

, χ2 periodic, (B.18b)
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and the flux reads

j0
i+1/2,j = δp11

i+1/2,j

1
12Δx1

∫
ω

h3
ε

(
∂χ1

∂y1
1

− 1
)

dy1+

δp12
i+1/2,j

1
12Δx2

∫
ω

h3
ε

∂χ2

∂y2
1

dy2, (B.19)

which is equivalent to the homogenized results by reinterpreting the
flow factors a11 and a21 as the local permeabilities K11 and K21, see,
e.g. [43]. We notice that this resemblance was already studied in [68] and
that a more rigorous derivation of the consistency between the HMM
formulation and the standard homogenization is given in [45] for the
more general time-dependent case.

The main difference lies then in the assumptions regarding the lo-
cal scale roughness. In homogenization it is assumed to be periodic,
therefore, it is natural to assume that the flow factors (or permeability)
are constant or vary smoothly in the global scale or, at least, in sub-
domains of the global scale much larger than the global scale size. One
then obtain the values by averaging several cell realizations. Hereafter,
we will refer to this procedure as the averaged permeability approach. In
contrast, the periodic boundaries in the given approach represent only
a consistent way to couple the two scales. This allows accounting natu-
rally for spacial variation of permeability. We have used this feature to
introduce a stochastic representation of the surface in Section B.2.2.3.

In the average permeability approach, the pressure driven flow prob-
lem considered will lead to a constant pressure gradient in x1-direction
and a zero pressure gradient in x2-direction. The total leak rate, QH , is
therefore

QH =
Δp

η
K̄H

L2
L1

, (B.20)

where K̄H is the average permeability in x1-direction.

B.3 Results

The performance of the model is shown in two steps. First, the two-scale
model is validated against a deterministic solution. Then, an example
of its usage, the model is applied to a test case.

In both cases, two different topographies are utilized, as shown in
Fig. B.3. Topography 1 is highly anisotropic and corresponds to a turned
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surface. Topography 2 has been sand-blasted to obtain a more isotropic
surface (although still with a clear anisotropic component). These to-
pographies have also been chosen in order to obtain two clearly differ-
ent total flow rates. The leakage studied is the one occurring between
these two surfaces and a flat surface. The boundary conditions posed
in the global scale (and in the deterministic solution) are periodic in
x2-direction and Dirichlet in x1-direction, in order to impose a pressure
drop Δp. The topography utilised is mirrored in x2-direction in order
to avoid a jump in topography when applying the periodic boundaries.

The material, assumed to be linear elastic-perfectly plastic, is de-
scribed by the parameters E1 = E2 = 206 GPa, ν1 = ν2 = 0.3 and
H = 2.75 GPa. The leak rate is computed by (B.3), (B.6) or (B.20),
depending on the methodology. In the presented results, however, it is
scaled by the factor η/Δp. The Gaussian filter used for coarsening have
a cut-off length 0.01 times the total length of the measurement and the
filtered surface is re-sampled to a sixteenth of the previous number of
points. The original lateral resolution for the contact mechanics (both
for the deterministic and the local scale cells) is of 0.896 μm, which
corresponds to a grid size of 600 × 1440 nodes for the topographies pre-
sented in Fig. B.3. The tolerance for the load is set to 1 · 10−3% and the
one for the contact plane is set to 10−10 m (see points 4 and 8 of the
algorithm presented in [14] for reference).

B.3.1 Two-scale model validation

In order to do the validation the measured domain Ω is separated into
a set of local cells, ω. The size of the local cells in x1-direction, Δx1 is
taken so that each cell corresponds to one wavelength of the main fre-
quency in Topography 1 (see Fig. B.3). In order to facilitate comparison,
the same sizes have been also used for Topography 2. This means that
the measurement domain is divided into six cells, each of which with
a length of 0.21 mm. In order to verify convergence with the domain
size, three widths in x2-direction, Δx2, are taken. These are 0.18, 0.09
and 0.045 mm respectively, giving 6, 12 and 24 local scale cells on that
direction. A typical two-scale formulation require the local domain to
be at least an order of magnitude smaller that the global domain [69],
which is not fulfilled in the present validation. This is because of the
restriction on the measurement domain size. We notice, however, that
the error obtain when using a larger domain is expected to be smaller.
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Figure B.3: The topographies used in the studies performed in this work:
(a) Topography 1, corresponding to a turned surface and (b) Topography 2,
corresponding to a sand-blasted surface.
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Figure B.4: Comparison of the leak rate between the deterministic solu-
tion (red) and the two-scale approaches utilizing (a) Topography 1 and (b)
Topography 2. The results of the present model are given in solid line
while the ones coming from the averaged permeability approach, described
in Section B.2.3, are depicted with a dashed line.

Therefore, the validation can be directly extended to the more common
situation where the two-scale separation is more clear.

The three techniques presented in Section B.2.2 and B.2.3 are com-
pared. In all three cases, the contact mechanics model described in
Section B.2.2.2 is utilized to compute the deformed gap. The deter-
ministic approach for contact mechanics is used to compute the deter-
ministic flow, while the two-scale contact mechanics approach is utilize
for the other two techniques. The results for a range of total load W
and for the three different widths Δx2 are depicted in Fig. B.4. The
present two-scale model gives a solution that is in good agreement with
the deterministic one for both tested topographies, specially for the two
wider local cells. The average permeability approach predicts generally
a higher leak rate. Although it could be acceptable for Topography 2
when using the higher width, this is not true for Topography 1. More-
over, for a given cell size, the present two-scale model gives significantly
better accuracy. The error between the present two-scale formulation
and the deterministic solution, defined as

|Q2s − Qd| /Qd, (B.21)

is depicted in Fig. B.5. It can be observed that reasonable values are ob-
tained for the two wider widths (maximum error for Topography 1 using
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Figure B.5: Error between the solutions of the present two-scale model and
the deterministic solution, utilizing (a) Topography 1 and (b) Topography 2.
Black solid lines show the results with the full two-scale model while the
blue dashed lines show the results computed using the deterministic solution
of the contact mechanics problem.

cells of width 0.18 and 0.09 mm is 7% and 11% respectively and 5.5%
and 19% for Topography 2 and the same widths). In order to identify the
main source of error, the error between the deterministic solution and
the solution with the present two-scale fluid model utilizing the deter-
ministic computation for the gap as the flow domain is also depicted. For
Topography 1, it can be seen that it is much smaller, which identifies the
two-scales contact mechanics model as the main source of error for this
case. For Topography 2, however, this is not the case. The reason given
is that due to the cell selection made for Topography 1, the boundary
conditions in the flow model are particularly well-suited, as the pressure
becomes nearly constant at the edges of the domain due to the larger
gap. This is, however, not the case for Topography 2. Thus, it be-
comes clear that the error and its main source is topography dependant.
Despite that, given a careful choice of domain size, a sufficiently good
approximation can always be made. The average permeability approach
based on the homogenization technique has been proven to produce good
results for similar pressure driven conditions [15]. The discrepancy ob-
served in this work is, therefore, attributed to the small size of the local
cells, which makes them not representative of the topography. This is
further enhanced when the leak rate is reduced. In order to see why the
local scale cells are not representative when using the average permeabil-
ity approach but are representative in the present two scale formulation,
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one can analyse the flow pattern. The flow pattern obtained using To-
pography 1, in terms of deterministic flux, is depicted in Fig. B.6a for
a high total load W , i.e., for a small leak rate. It can be seen that the
fluid follows a particular pattern through the gap. Whenever a path is
available, it advances in x1-direction, which is the direction of the pres-
sure gradient. When this is not possible, or when the path is too small,
the flow advances in x2-direction until a large path is found and flow in
x1-direction is possible again. Furthermore, the advance in x2-direction
is as large as the half of the width of Ω, which is the maximum value
due to the surface has been mirrored. In fact, one should expect even
larger advances in this direction when computing over a larger domain.
This implies that a representative cell for the average permeability ap-
proach would need to be at least as large as Ω for it to be possible to
capture the flow pattern correctly. In the present two-scale formulation,
however, the heterogeneity in the permeability distribution can enforce
such flows in x2-direction even when using small local cells. This can
be seen in Fig. B.6b, where it can be observed that the flow pattern is
satisfactorily captured by the present two-scales approach. Another fun-
damental difference of the two approaches lies on how much large values
of permeability affect the total leak rate. In the average permeability
approach the cells with high permeability will increase the average per-
meability and therefore significantly affect the total leak rate. In the
present two-scale formulation, the leak rate is controlled by the narrow-
est constriction that must be crossed. This is, in fact, a more correct
representation of the problem, see [9] Therefore, the influence of the
high permeability values is not as large as in the average permeability
approach. This is also the explanation for the observed differences in the
leak rate prediction shown in Fig. B.4. In Fig. B.7, a similar compar-
ison, using Topography 2, is depicted. The present two-scale approach
captures, again the correct flow pattern. In this case, however, the flow
in x2-direction is much less important (although significant enough to
affect the results) and the constrictions are more evenly spread. This, in
turn, explains why the average permeability approach does not deviate
as much as in the previous case.

It is important to emphasize that the average permeability approach
only predicts a too hight leak rate when it is small, i.e. at high total
load. Otherwise, the variation in the permeabilities are not expected to
be large and the flow perpendicular to the direction of the pressure drop
is expected to be less important. In those cases, the average permeability
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Figure B.6: Comparison of the flow pattern for the deterministic and the
present two-scale method for the pressure driven flow (with unitary pressure
drop) through the gap obtained by applying to Topography 1 a total load
W of 200 MPa. (a) Absolute value of deterministic flux, in logarithmic
scale. (b) Pressure distribution and flux computed by the present two-
scales method. The size and direction of the red arrows corresponds to the
flux. Cells of width 0.18 mm have been used.
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Figure B.7: Comparison of the flow pattern for the deterministic and the
present two-scale method for the pressure driven flow (with unitary pressure
drop) through the gap obtained by applying to Topography 2 a total load
W of 200 MPa. (a) Absolute value of deterministic flux, in logarithmic
scale. (b) Pressure distribution and flux computed by the present two-
scales method. The size and direction of the red arrows corresponds to the
flux. Cells of width 0.18 mm have been used.
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approach can be considered a good approximation. This can be seen in
Fig. B.4, where the prediction from the average permeability approach is
close to the deterministic one at the lowest total load and the deviation
observed when using Topography 2, which exhibits a higher leakage, is
smaller.

B.3.2 Two-scale Stochastic model

Once having validated the two-scale part of the model, we show in this
Section the performance of the model by applying it to a case example.
The measurement domain utilized for this is the same as in the previous
Section.

Let’s start by considering the local scale results. Having computed
the permeabilities for the set of local cells, these values must be fitted to
log-normal distributions. In order to decide which reference parameter
to use, we study the correlation between the permeability and the two
reference parameters (nominal pressure and average interfacial separa-
tion). These relations are shown in Fig. B.8. Focussing first on the corre-
lation between average interfacial separation and permeability, one can
observe that the permeabilities in the x2-direction can be approximated
by K ≈ h̄3. The same trend is followed by permeabilities in x1-direction
when there is no contact and the separation is large. This approximation
will be used for simplicity when obtaining the permeability distributions
in the global scale. When the nominal pressure increases, the perme-
ability in x1-direction is reduced significantly (notice here that a large
number of cells have zero permeability at high nominal pressures), while
the average interfacial separation remains nearly constant. Therefore,
we use the nominal pressure instead of average interfacial separation as
the reference parameter. As seen in Fig. B.8, there is a large spread in
the correlation between permeability and nominal pressure, but one can
clearly observe a trend in both mean value (decreasing) and spread (in-
creasing) of permeability. The percentage of cells with zero permeability
also increases with increasing nominal pressure. In order to describe the
permeability in the x1-direction log-normal distributions are fitted for
each value of the nominal pressure.

The log-normal distributions relating permeability and nominal pres-
sure and the approximation K ≈ h̄3 are used to build the permeability
distributions and the global scale leak rate is computed. An example of a
permeability distribution is shown in Fig. B.9 and the resulting flow pat-
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Figure B.8: Permeability vs the two reference parameters (average interfa-
cial separation, h̄ and nominal pressure, pnom). (a) and (b), permeabilities
corresponding to Topography 1, with a cell width of 0.09 mm. (c) and (d),
permeabilities corresponding to Topography 2, with a cell width of 0.18 mm.
Permeabilities in x1-direction are depicted in red and those in x2-direction
in blue. The black dashed line depicted in (a) and (c) corresponds to the
equality k = h̄3. The cells with zero permeability are not depicted.
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Figure B.9: Example of one realization of the permeability distributions in
both directions. (a) and (b) correspond to Topography 1 while (c) and
(d) correspond to Topography 2. The global scale domain four times the
size of the measurement domain, see Fig. B.2 for measurement domain
specification.

tern for a unitary pressure drop in x1-direction is depicted in Fig. B.10.
It can be seen in Fig. B.10a how the flow advances in x2-direction until
an easy path is found in x1-direction. For the case of Topography 2, see
Fig. B.10b, the leakage is much higher, resulting in a less important flow
in x2-direction. One could define this flow as advancing in x1-direction
until a blockage is found, then doing a small shift in x2-direction to
avoid it and continue in x1-direction. One can think on these flow
patterns, particularly the one corresponding to Topography 1, similarly
to the description given by Persson and Yang [8], where the flow domain
is described as a network of paths with critical constrictions randomly
located. In the present model, however, no assumption on either the
distribution or the size of the paths and the constrictions needs to be
imposed.

The leak rate is computed for several permeability distribution real-
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Figure B.10: Example of a flow pattern, corresponding to the realizations
depicted in Fig. B.9. (a) corresponds to Topography 1 and (b) to To-
pography 2. The size and direction of the red arrows corresponds to the
flux.

izations. When a sufficient number of realizations have been computed,
the leak rate can be described statistically. The probability distribution
for the leak rate for three global domain sizes can be seen in Fig. B.11a
for Topography 1 and in Fig. B.11c for Topography 2. The results for
Topography 1 have been computed using cells of width 0.09 mm, result-
ing on global domains of 12 × 48, 12 × 384 and 96 × 384 local cells in x1
and x2-directions respectively. Cells of width 0.18 mm have been used
for Topography 2. When the leak rate is high, or when the global scale
domain is large compared to the local domain size, the distribution tends
to be normal. However, as either of the leak rate or the global scale do-
main become smaller, the variance of the leak rate distribution increases
and it becomes skewed. If a normal distribution can be assumed for the
leak rate, it can be characterized by using only the mean value and the
standard deviation of that distribution. In the more general case where
the distribution is not known, a 95% confidence interval for the leak rate
can be computed, as shown in Fig. B.11b and B.11d. Without knowing
the distribution, this interval is obtained by performing a large number
of computations until 95% of the computed leak rates fall consistently
inside a fixed range. Some general trends can be observed with increase
of global scale domain. As it is increased in x2-direction, a reduction
of variability of the leak rate is observed. Both the reduction of vari-
ability and the tendency to become normal when increasing the size in
x2-direction are expected results since the effect of extreme values will
be smaller and all realizations will be more similar due to the presence
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of more local cells. It is also noticeable that the leak rate per unit width
is slightly increased in the case of Topography 1. This is because of the
larger domain allow areas with high permeability to appear more often
in the realizations. This effect is not observed in Topography 2 because
its larger leakage allows for a better averaging even at the smallest do-
main. An increase of the global domain in x1-direction has the opposite
effect and mean leak rate is reduced. The reason for this is that the
fluid must cover a longer distance and a narrower constriction is more
likely to be encountered. One should expected the leak rate per unit
width to converge to a certain value as the size of the domain in x1
and x2-directions increases. It is noticeable, however, that convergence
with size in x1-direction is far from being reached even at realistic seal
dimensions.

B.4 Concluding Remarks

In pressure driven flows, as the leak rate decreases, the fluid follows a
pattern which becomes wide in the direction transverse to the pressure
gradient. This obliges utilizing a large local domain in the common
two-scale formulations. However, the required size of the local domain
can become too large and approach the global domain, which makes not
possible to perform a scale separation of the flow. In order to avoid
this problem, a two-scale model based on the HMM framework has been
developed. This model does not assume periodic repetition of the to-
pography and, therefore, can capture this wide flow pattern via local
variation of permeability. This allows utilizing much smaller local scale
domains. It has been shown that in this way a two-scales model which
captures correctly the flow pattern can be developed.

Moreover, the presented two-scale formulation permits the construc-
tion of the local scale by considering the local permeabilities a random
variable. This feature allows including the inherent uncertainty coming
from the surface topography in the model and estimating the uncertainty
on the leak rate due to this cause.

In the case study presented, it has been shown that smaller global
scale domains, as well as smaller leak rates, lead to more uncertainty
on the predicted leak rate. It has also been shown that, even for rela-
tively large global domains, the leak rate per unit width is dependant
on the domain size. This has been explained as an effect of the random
construction of the permeability distributions.
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Figure B.11: (a) Histogram of the leak rate obtained using Topography 1,
normalized by its mean value, for three global domain size. The size is
indicated as x1-direction × x2-direction. (b) Total flow per unit width as
computed with the developed model using Topography 1 and with differ-
ent global domain size. In dashed line, the corresponding 95% confidence
interval. (c) and (d) present the same results as (a) and (b) obtained using
Topography 2.
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Abstract
This study considers flow through the gap left between two surfaces
during unloading, i.e. when an applied load is gradually reduced after
plastic deformation occurred. In particular, the permeability of the gap
is studied. It is found that a substantial reduction of the applied load is
required before the permeability increases significantly. The explanation
for this phenomenon is given by the combination of different wavelengths
present in the surface. In particular, a combinations of two types of
deformation (elastic for long wavelength and plastic for shorter ones) is
found to be the responsible. This explanation is then utilized to predict
the load under which the rapid increase of permeability occurs.
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C.1 Introduction

The study of pressure driven flows through the gap between to contact-
ing roughs surfaces is of interest due to its applicability, for example,
in metal-to-metal seals. Being metallic, these seals have potentially the
capability of undergoing significant plastic deformation. If carefully de-
signed, this capability can be made advantageous for the sealing perfor-
mance. For example, it has been suggested that a preload at load higher
than the operation load can be beneficial for the performance of the seal
because the average separation is reduced [48]. The work by Murtagian
et al. [12] seem to give experimental support to that idea. Therefore,
the study of the evolution of the gap between two surfaces during a load
cycle can provide valuable insight to the design of this type of seals.

The loading and unloading of rough surfaces including plastic defor-
mation is a common topic of study because of their applications in the
study of micro-switches, running in of roller element bearings and cams,
etc. [70]. The asperity based approach introduced by Greenwood and
Williamson [16] is commonly used in these studies. Jones [47] considered
an statistical representation of the surfaces with columnar and spheric
representation of the asperities and Kadin et al. [48] improved the spheric
representation by using a more complex elasto-perfectly plastic asperity
representation. Jamari and Schipper considered a deterministic contact
of elliptical asperities and thus could reconstruct the resulting profile.
Zhao et al. [49] introduced also strain hardening in a deterministic repre-
sentation of the asperities. The previous works require expressions that
characterize the behaviour of the spherical asperities. Therefore (and
also due to its interest in other fields), great effort has been dedicated
to the study of the loading and unloading of a ball against a flat, see,
e.g. [23, 71, 72] Other researchers have used FEM analysis to study the
unloading of deterministic surfaces, such as Pei et al. [73] and Liu et
al. [51]. Also of interest in this regard is the experimental study made
by Ovcharenko et al. [74].

All the studies presented previously focused on the study of the stiff-
ness curve or the contact area, and lead to an extensive knowledge, useful
in many applications. Because of the plastic deformation during load-
ing, the two surfaces become closer during unloading than they where
during loading [48], and the contact becomes stiffer for subsequent load-
ings [49]. It was also shown by Liu et al. [51] that, due to plasticiy,
the contact area follows a linear trend with the applied load during the
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first loading. It was also shown, however, that the contact area is higher
during unloading because the mean pressure in the asperities is smaller.
Moreover, it has been shown that a smaller number of asperities is in
contact during unloading [48]. The two seemingly contradictory state-
ments where explained in [73] by the clustering of small asperities into
larger ones during plastic deformation. Generally, the higher the plastic
deformation (due to higher load or higher plasticity index), the more
acute the previous effects are [48]. It has also been shown that, pro-
vided that no-slip condition and no hardening are present, no plastic
deformation occur after the first loading and the reloading (and all suc-
cessive load cycles) follow the same path as the first unloading [73, 75].
In the experimental work by Ovcharenko et al. [74], it was shown that
relatively small difference occurred after the first loading (up to 10% in
contact area) in reality in materials with small hardening. Moreover,
numerical work has shown that, the general trends relating real contact
area, average separation and load are similar in this case, even when the
actual values might vary, see e.g., [76, 77].

In the studies previously mentioned, information about the structure
and shape of the gap between the surfaces is lacking. This can, however,
be critical for applications like seals. For instance, Pérez-Ràfols et al.
[78] showed that leakage was not dependant on average separation nor
contact area, but on the specific structure of the gap. A strong reason
for that can be found in the work by Dapp and Müser [9], who showed
that most of the pressure drop occurred at very small constrictions.
Therefore, parameters resulting from an average over the surface (such
as mean separation and ratio of real contact area) cannot explain the
flow. Therefore, in this work, the permeability of the gap formed by two
surfaces when loading and unloading them is studied. To the knowledge
of the authors, no such study is available in the literature. Again, it is
found in the present study that the stiffness curve and the contact area
fail to explain the variations in permeability. Therefore, an explanation
by means of frequency analysis of the gap will be given.

When studying the contact mechanics of a topography from a fre-
quency perspective, the surfaces are seen as a summation of several
sinusoidal waves. Therefore, the study of the deformation of sinusoidal
waves becomes of importance. The starting point for this analysis is
the analytical Westergaard solution for elastic deformation of a two-
dimensional sinusoidal wave with a given frequency and amplitude [79].
After that, several researchers have extended the study to more general
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cases, usually including numerical analysis. Gao et al. [80] developed an
elastic-perfectly plastic solution for the same problem and separated the
loading conditions into different elastic and plastic regimes. Liu [81],
Manners [82] and Sun et al. [83] further extended it by considering more
sophisticated plasticity models. Extensive work has also been made
to generalize those results to three-dimensional surfaces. For instance,
Johnson [84] presented an analytical solution for the pressure required
to flatten such a surface. Although no other exact analytical solution
exists, fitted curves relating the average separation and the contact area
with the applied load can be found in [85] and [22]. A more detailed
analysis was performed by Yastrevob et al. [86], who studied the con-
tact area evolution, giving a special focus to the percolation threshold.
Also of relevance are the work on multiscale sinusoidal surfaces (with a
Weierstrass profile) performed by Clavarella et al. [87] (elastic) and Gao
and Bower [88] (elastic-plastic), as they approach more to real surfaces.
The scale separation they used, however, does not apply to this work.

In the rest of the paper, the methodology utilized to study the be-
haviour of the gap during unloading will be presented in Section C.2.
Then the results for the loading and unloading of the gap between two
surfaces, in terms of separation, contact area and permeability, will be
presented and discussed in Section C.3. There, an explanation of the
permeability behaviour during unloading will be given and this will be
used to make predictions on it.

C.2 Method

The analysis of the evolution of the shape of gap between two surfaces
during their loading and unloading will be carried out by studying the
variation due a change in the applied load of three main parameters:
average separation between the surfaces, fraction of real area in contact
and permeability. The main focus will be given to the permeability,
which will be related to the shape of the gap.

In order to obtain the aforementioned parameters, the problem to be
studied can be posed as follows: two surfaces, with an initial gap h1, are
pressed against each other under an applied load W . A pressure drop,
ΔP , is then applied to drive the fluid flow between an inlet and an outlet.
When solving this problem, it will be assumed that the deformation of
the surfaces caused by the pressure of the fluid can be neglected. This
allows the problem to be separated into two steps: (1) the deformed gap
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is computed and (2) the permeability is computed by solving the flow
through the domain defined by the gap obtained.

In the following, the contact mechanics model will first be described.
Then, the different treatment of the loading and unloading will be dis-
cussed. After that, the flow model utilized to compute the permeability
will be presented. Finally, the test samples will be shown. During the
rest of this work, the domain

Ω = {(x1, x2) ∈ R
2 | 0 ≤ x1 ≤ L1, 0 ≤ x2 ≤ L2}, (C.1)

will be utilized as the solution domain.

C.2.1 The contact mechanics model

The model used to study the loading of the surfaces was already pre-
sented in [14], therefore, only a brief summary is given here.

This model is based on the Boussinesq-Cerruti half-space assump-
tion. Plasticity is described as perfect plasticity. This assumption
greatly simplifies the problem and, according to the results presented
in [76, 77], should not affect the main trends presented in the results,
although the actual values might vary.

The initial gap, h1 defines the situation where two surfaces are just
about to engage in contact. If the surfaces are forced closer by applying
a certain total load W , the deformed gap, h, will be

h (x1, x2) = h1 (x1, x2) + g00 + u (x1, x2) , (C.2)

where g00 is the rigid body separation of the two bodies in contact and u
is the elastic-perfectly plastic deformation. According to the Bussinesq-
Cerruti theory see, e.g. [23], the elastic component of the deformation
can be written as

ue (x1, x2) =
1

πE∗

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
p(x̄, ȳ)dx̄1dx̄2√

(x1 − x̄1)2 + (x2 − x̄2)2
, (C.3)

which indicates that the deformation in a certain point is the result of
adding the deformation caused by the pressures distributed in all other
points. In (C.3), p is the contact pressure and E′ is the composite elastic
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modulus, defined as

1
E∗ =

1 − ν2
1

E1
+

1 − ν2
2

E2
, (C.4)

where Ei and νi are the elastic modulus and poison ratio corresponding
to the material of each surface. Because of the perfectly plastic assump-
tion, the plastic component of the deformation, up, is computed as the
value such that, when plasticity occurs in a point, the given point lays on
the contact plane. Now, the deformed gap, h, must follow the following
relationships with respect with the contact pressure, p:

h (x1, x2) > 0, p (x1, x2) = 0, (x1, x2) ∈ Ωc, (C.5)
h (x1, x2) = 0, p (x1, x2) > 0, (x1, x2) /∈ Ωc, (C.6)

0 ≤ p (x1, x2) ≤ H, (x1, x2) ∈ Ω, (C.7)

where H is defined as the hardness of the softer surface and Ωc is defined
as the region of Ω which is in the contact plane. Finally, the contact
pressure must add up to the to total load, this is,

W =
1

An

∫
Ω

p (x1, x2) dx1dx2, (C.8)

where An is the nominal contact area.
The solution of the previous model is obtained by use of the varia-

tional principal and the DC-FFT method, see [14] for details.

C.2.2 Loading and unloading

The loading of the surface can be readily accounted for with the pre-
sented model, by imputing the original topography as h1. Therefore,
comment is only needed for the unloading case.

In accordance to the perfect plasticity assumption, no extra plastic
deformation will be present during the unloading. Moreover, successive
loadings and unloadings will follow the same path. Since all the elastic
component of the deformation will recover when all the load is removed,
the unloaded gap, hu, will be

h1u (x1, x2) = h1 (x1, x2) − up (x1, x2) , (C.9)

where up is the plastic deformation accumulated at the maximum load
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reached during unloading. Now, because the first unloading and the sub-
sequent loading are equivalent, we can study the loading of two surfaces
with an initial gap h1u, which will lead to the same result as the study
of the unloading of h. Although the same algorithm for elastic-perfectly
plastic contact is employed, no plastic deformation is to be expected in
this case.

C.2.3 The flow model

As stated previously, the goal of this paper is to analyse how the un-
loading affects the flow through the gap between the deformed surfaces.
In order to asses this problem it is of use to define the permeability,
which is a parameter that describes the gap’s resistance to fluid flow.
According to Darcy’s law, the permeability can be defined as

K = Q
η

ΔP
, (C.10)

where η the viscosity of the (Newtonian) fluid, ΔP the fluid pressure
drop and Q is the total flow. For simplicity, flow only in x1-direction
will be considered. Direct extension to the concept can be done in x2-
direction.

In order to find a value for K, the Reynolds equation [31] is solved.
For an isoviscous, incompressible flow between stationary surfaces pressed
against each other with a certain load, the Reynolds equation may be
stated as

∇ ·
(
h (x1, x2)3 ∇pf (x1, x2)

)
= 0, (C.11)

where pf (x1, x2) is the fluid pressure. The equation is solved by apply-
ing periodic boundary conditions in x2-direction the following boundary
conditions in x1-direction

pf (0, x2) = ΔP = 1, (C.12)
pf (L1, x2) = 0, (C.13)

where the pressure drop has been set to one in order to obtain the total
flow per unit pressure drop. Once (C.11) has been solved for the fluid
pressure distribution, pf , the total flow per unit width can be obtained
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by integrating the flux in the x1-direction, this is,

Q

ΔP
=

1
L1L2

1
12η

∫
Ω

h (x1, x2)3 ∂pf (x1, x2)
∂x1

dx1dy2. (C.14)

Notice that, since the pressure drop is expected to occur almost com-
pletely in a critical constriction, the pressure drop at the outlet of the
domain can be expected to be negligible. Computing the total flow as
the amount that leaves the outlet would therefore lead to large numer-
ical error. Therefore, an average over the whole domain is utilized in
(C.14). By combining (C.14) and (C.10), the permeability can be stated
as

K =
1

L1L2

1
12

∫
Ω

h (x1, x2)3 ∂pf (x1, x2)
∂x1

dx1dx2. (C.15)

C.2.4 Test cases

Four topographies have been utilized in this work, all of which are shown
in Fig. C.1. The first three correspond to three fractal surfaces with
Hurst exponents, Hf , 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8. The fourth one corresponds to
a measurement of a turned surface, selected to test whether the main
results described for the fractal surfaces do apply to surfaces commonly
used in seal applications. In all four cases, the initial gap studied is the
one between the topography and a flat. The fractal surfaces are chosen
to have different contributions of the high frequency components. The
one with Hf = 0.3 has the most influence whereas the one with Hf = 0.8
the least. Because of this, more plastic deformation is expected to be
found in the surface with Hf = 0.3. In order to generalize the results as
much as possible, the three fractal surfaces are non-dimensionalized by
setting hnd = h/hr, x1,nd = x1/xr and pnd = p/pr, where

hr = Sa, xr = L1, pr =
πE∗Sa

L1
, (C.16)

where Sa is defined as

Sa =
1

nm

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

∣∣∣(h1)ij − h̄1
∣∣∣ , (C.17)

where h̄1 is the mean value of h1. All other variables are non-dimensionalized
according to their dimensions. Note that this implies that the three frac-
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Figure C.1: The four topographies utilized in this work: fractal surfaces
with Hf = 0.3 (a), Hf = 0.5 (b) and Hf = 0.8 (c), and a turned surface
(d).
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tal topographies are defined over a square of size 1 and have Sa = 1.
The turned surface has been kept in the original dimensional form.

The material properties selected for this study are E1 = E2 =
210 GPa, ν1 = ν2 = 0.3 and H = 2.75 GPa, which correspond to a
steel-steel contact. The fractal topographies have been discretized to a
grid size of 512×512 points. A grid of 400×220 was used for the turned
surface. In order to avoid an artificial step in the topography in the
periodic boundaries, the surfaces have been mirrored. For the contact
mechanics algorithm, 10−3% has been used as the tolerance for the load
balance and 10−10 m as the one for the contact plain (see points 4 and
8 of the algorithm presented in [14]). When solving the flow problem,
(C.11), a finer grid is used (the number of points is multiplied by four
in each direction) in order to properly describe the flow through the
smaller channels.

C.3 Results and Discussion

Figure C.2 shows the relationship between the average separation be-
tween the surfaces, h̄, and the ratio of real contact area, Ar, with the
total load, W , for different loading-unloading cycles. These relation-
ships are qualitatively equal to those observed in literature, both for
spherical and rough surfaces in contact, see e.g. [20,47,48]. As shown in
Section C.1, a good description of these curves is available in the litera-
ture, therefore, nothing will be added except for stating the agreement
between this work and the ones found in literature. The relationship be-
tween permeability and contact load, shown in Fig. C.3, presents, how-
ever, an interesting behaviour. The curves corresponding to the fractal
topography with Hf = 0.3 show two clearly distinct regions during un-
loading, specially when the unloading occurs after a sufficiently large
maximum load. In the beginning of the unloading, the permeability re-
mains relatively constant. However, after a well-defined total load, the
permeability increases rapidly with further reduction of load. The load
at which this occurs will be refereed to as the shoulder of the unloading
curve, occurring at a total load Wsh. This behaviour can clearly not be
explained using the average separation nor the ratio of real contact area,
since neither of these quantities show any special behaviour near Wsh.

The previously described effect does occur in the fractal surface with
Hf = 0.5, although in a less clear manner. By less clear, it is here to be
understood that the slope difference between the two regions is smaller
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Figure C.2: Ratio of real contact area and average surface separation vs.
total load. The unloading curves correspond to topographies that have
been loaded with a maximum total load as indicated by the intersection
with the loading curve. The topographies utilized are, from top to bottom,
the fractal surfaces with Hf = 0.3, Hf = 0.5 and Hf = 0.8, and the turned
surface
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and that the location of the shoulder, Wsh, is somewhat undefined. The
fractal surface with Hf = 0.8, in its turn, does not exhibit this be-
haviour. Instead, a continuous increase in the slope of the permeability
is observed. Interestingly enough, the turned surface does show a clear
shoulder.

Before proceeding with a further discussion of the results, a claim
is made on the potential advantage of the aforementioned behaviour of
the permeability. If a well-defined seal surface (i.e. one which exhibits a
shoulder) is loaded with a load Wmax > Wsh, there will be a loss of load
(due to, e.g. stress relaxation), Wmax − Wsh which will not produce an
large increase of permeability, if any. The advantages of this designing
tool is obvious, specially owing to the fact that this behaviour has been
observed in the measured turned surface as well.

In order to deepen the understanding of this behaviour, two attempts
will be made in this section. First, an explanation for the existence of the
shoulder in the curve relating the permeability with the total load during
unloading will be given. This will be justified by analysing the response
of the different frequency components present in the topography. Then,
this explanation will be used to predict the location of the shoulder,
Wsh.

C.3.1 A theory of the presence of the shoulder based on
frequency analysis

As discussed previously, the unloading of the contact will follow the same
path as any further loading of it. For convenience, the explanation of
the presence of a shoulder will be given considering the second loading
instead of the unloading. Notice that neither the average separation
nor the percentage of real contact area can be used to explain the be-
haviour of the permeability, as both are smooth around Wsh. Therefore,
a different approach must be taken.

Consider first a gap consistent of a one-dimensional sinusoidal wave.
According to Westergaard [79], the complete closure of such gap (or
flattening of the topography), given the same assumptions as considered
in this work, will be achieved when the pressure is

p =
πE∗Δ

λ
(1 + cos (2πx/λ)) + C, (C.18)

where Δ is the amplitude of the sinusoidal gap, λ its frequency and C any
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Figure C.3: Permeability during loading-unloading cycles as obtained using
the fractal topographies with Hf = 0.3 (a), Hf = 0.5 (b) and Hf =
0.8 (c), and the turned surface (d). The unloading curves correspond to
topographies which have been loaded with a maximum load as indicated by
the intersection with the loading curve. The absence of such intersection
indicates zero permeability is observed at the loads not plotted. In this
cases, the maximum load is indicated by a number. The red line correspond
to the prediction of the shoulder using the original topography, h1 (see
Section. C.3.2). The magenta line correspond to the prediction made using
the unloaded topography, h1,u. No prediction is given in (c) because no
shoulder can be identified there.
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(a) (b)

Figure C.4: Topography of the fractal surface with Hf = 0.3. Comparison
between the initial topography (a) and the topography when unloading after
having been load at a maximum load of W = 1.8 E∗ (b). A clear smoothing
of the topography can be observed.

positive constant. According to (C.18), the higher Δ/λ, the higher pres-
sure is needed to achieve complete flattening. In general, one shall say
that, because of this, waves with a shorter wavelength (high frequency
waves) will be harder to flatten. Notice here that Δ could counteract
this effect, but it usually decreases slower than 1/λ in most topogra-
phies. If we consider now our gap as a summation of these sinusoidal
waves (i.e., if we do Fourier analysis of it), we shall observe a difference
of behaviour between high and low frequency components. The low fre-
quency components of the gap will flatten with low maximum loads and
thus mostly elastically. In contrast, higher frequency components will
either not flatten at all (if the load is not sufficient) or will deform plas-
tically. Because of this, a smoother surface will be obtained when fully
unloading it. A comparison between the original surface and the surface
after unloading is depicted for the fractal topography with Hf = 0.3 in
Fig. C.4, showing the aforementioned smoothing.

When loading again the smoother surface, the low frequency com-
ponents, which deformed mainly elastically, will again start to deform
elastically, and thus the gap will start closing and the permeability will
decrease. At some point, however, these components will flatten com-
pletely. The high frequency components are not expected to be present,
as they were plastically deformed during the first loading. Of course, one
shall expect finding components with a middle value of frequency, which
probably will not flatten neither elastically nor plastically and thus will
continue to deform throughout the whole second loading. These, how-
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Figure C.5: Gap (taken as the minimum in x2-direction) during unloading for
different loads. The topography utilized corresponds to the fractal surface
with Hf = 0.3, which had been loaded to a maximum of W = 1.22 E∗.
One can observe how the low frequency component grows in amplitude
while the high frequency components remain unchanged.

ever, are not expected to govern the leakage, as they do not have a
sufficiently high frequency to constitute the geometry of the critical con-
striction nor a low enough one to affect the overall pressure distribution.
Moreover, if a component could not flatten during the first load, it is
not expected to do so in the second either. Therefore, we can identify
the shoulder as the load at which the low frequency components flatten.
The previously described concept is demonstrated in Fig. C.5.

The previous theory leads to the following conclusion: if one reduces
the importance of plastic deformation, as compared to the elastic one, a
weakening of this behaviour should be expected. This is, indeed, what
can be observed in Fig. C.3, where this behaviour is weakened when
moving from the surfaces having Hf = 0.3 to the one having Hf = 0.5
and even disappears at Hf = 0.8. As discussed previously, a lower Hf

implies a larger effect of high frequencies and thus a larger amount of
plastic deformation. According to this conclusion, only the right balance
between elastic and plastic deformation should lead to this behaviour.

Something more needs to be said on why the previous argument
does not lead to the observation of a similar behaviour when consider-
ing the average separation nor the total contact area. Notice that the
largest waves might not flatten completely when the load is such that
the percolation threshold is reached. Thus, average separation and total
contact area, which are averaged over the whole surface, are likely to
follow a trend governed by those waves. This, in turn, explains the sim-
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ilarity observed between the results presented in this paper and those
regarding the contact between a sphere and a flat, e.g., Etsion et al. [20].
The plastic deformation, however, acts on a more local scale, occurring
only where high pressures occur. Therefore, its effect on a parameter
related to the whole surface cannot be large. The permeability is, on
the contrary, a very localized property and thus can be easily affected
by it. One can say, indeed, that the shoulder occurs when the plastically
deformed areas come out of contact.

C.3.2 Prediction of Wsh

The theory given in the previous Section for the existence of the shoulder
is here utilized to attempt to predict it. This shall serve to strengthen
the theory presented. Also, it can add usefulness to the presented results.

The prediction is based on those wave components that are expected
to deform elastically. Using the principle of superposition, each wave
component is treated separately. Each of this components will offer
complete sealing at a certain load, depending on its wavelength and
amplitude. Therefore, the load at which the shoulder occurs is computed
as the minimum load at which all waves that can provide sealing by
deforming purely elastically are already sealing. In order to follow this
strategy, it is necessary to know the load, pseal at which each wave
component provides complete sealing. Also, the maximum pressure pmax

seen by the wave components under a load pseal is needed in order to
identify those components that can offer sealing by deforming purely
elastically. Since no expression for pseal is available in literature, curve
fitting is utilized. The model surface studied for that purpose has the
form

hsin = δ + A sin
(

2π
x1
λ1

)
sin

(
2π

x2
λ2

)
, (C.19)

where δ is a constant, A is the amplitude and λ1 and λ2 are the wave-
lengths in x1- and x2-directions. Notice that the values of A, λ1 and λ2
corresponding to any given wave component can be found via Fourier
transform of the surface topography. The problem is now to obtain
the load, pseal, at which sealing is obtained. To do so, the following
non-dimensionalization is done,

X =
x

λ1
, H =

h

A
, P =

p

p∗
3d

, (C.20)
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Figure C.6: Fitting of expressions for Pseal and Pmax, as defined by (C.21)
and (C.22). Maximum error is 2.6 % and 0.8 % respectively.

where p∗
3d is defined as the pressure at which full contact occurs, i.e.

p∗
3d = 0.5AE∗√

α2 + β2 [22], where α = 2π/λ1 and β = 2π/λ2. By
performing dimensional analysis of the contact problem and the initial
geometry defined in (C.19), it can be realized that the non-dimensional
sealing load Pseal = pseal/p∗

3d is only dependant on λ̄ = λ1/λ2. The
relation can be described as

Pseal =
C1λ̄±1 + C2

λ̄±1 + C3
, (C.21)

where C1 = 0.06, C2 = 1.25 and C3 = 4.44. The plus sign shall be used
for λ̄ < 1 and the minus sign for λ̄ > 1. The goodness of the fitting is
shown in Fig. C.6a. The maximum error for the cases analysed is 2.6 %.
It shall be noticed that the percolation limit with λ̄ = 1 is in agreement
with the results presented in [86]. The maximum pressure reached is
described as

Pmax = C4
√

Pseal, (C.22)

where C4 = 2.37. The fitting is shown in Fig. C.6b and the maximum
error is of 0.8 %

Using (C.21) and (C.22), the load at which the shoulder occurs, Wsh,
can be predicted. The predictions are depicted in Fig. C.3 with a red
line. It can be noticed that the error can be relatively large (around 20%
for the fractal topography with Hf = 0.3). A first source of error comes
from considering that all waves deform either purely plastically or purely
elastically. In reality, however, some wave components will deform in an
elastic-plastic manner. The amplitude of these wave components once
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the elastic deformation has been recovered will then be smaller than it
was originally. Because of that Wsh, is overestimated by considering the
original topography. In order to estimate how large this overestimation
is, we compute the shoulder using the amplitudes corresponding to the
plastically deformed surface, i.e., h1u. The result is depicted in Fig. C.3
as a magenta line. The result is now closer to the actual shoulder, being
the difference for the fractal topography with Hf = 0.3 around 10%.
Noticeably, the error caused by using the original topography is much
smaller when predicting the shoulder for the turned surface. The reason
given for that is that fractal surfaces have a more continuous distribu-
tion of wave components and thus more components are expected to lay
in the intermediate region where elastic-plastic deformation occurs. Be-
sides the error coming from disregarding the elastic-plastic deformation
of some wave components, another source of error can come from the
omission of the relative phase angle between the different components
present in the topography. A variation in the relative phase angles can
significantly modify the shape of the topography and thus its behaviour.
Because of that, one can expect to obtain a different value of Wsh for sur-
faces with similar wave components but different relative phase angles.
Such difference would not be captured by the approach presented in this
work. Nevertheless, the prediction is found to be sufficiently accurate
given the commonly high variability in the permeability computed using
different measurements of the same surface.

In the case of the turned topography, an additional clarification must
be given. If load at which the shoulder occurs is calculated using the
Fourier transform of the whole surface, the computed value is 400 MPa,
which is much higher than Wsh (and even than the load needed to achieve
full sealing). The reason for this is that the topography is different in
two areas. In the lower part (left in Fig. C.1d) it has a structure such
that it needs a large load for sealing to be achieved. In the higher area,
however, the topography is much more suitable for sealing. Because
Wsh is computed as a maxima, it will refer only to the lower part of the
topography. However, sealing is provided by the higher part and thus the
overestimation. In order to avoid this false prediction, the load at which
the shoulder occurs has been computed considering only the higher part
of the topography. The results obtained by this latter prediction are the
ones depicted in Fig. C.3d.

The accuracy obtained by the prediction of the shoulder leads to
the conclusion that the hypothesis presented in Section C.3.1 is cor-
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rect. The prediction by considering the whole surface, however, must
be done carefully, as only the representative parts must be taken into
consideration.

C.4 Concluding remarks

A model that allows studying the loading and unloading of the contact
between rough surfaces deterministically has been presented. The results
obtained confirm the well-established conclusions that the ratio of real
contact area and the average surfaces separation follow a trend similar
to that observed in a sphere to flat contact and that those cannot be
used to successfully predict the permeability.

The behaviour of the permeability showed an important character-
istic, with potential importance in seal design, provided that the plas-
tic deformation is relevant. This is, for a range of load for which the
permeability is relatively constant appeared and a sudden increase was
observed below a certain load.

The characteristic mentioned before has been explained as being the
result of a combination of low frequency waves, deforming elastically
and high frequency waves, deforming plastically. Strength to the previ-
ous argument has been given by the observation that a reduction in the
amount of plastic deformation enhances this effect. The previous de-
scription has been used to predict the location of the load at which the
permeability starts increasing. A good prediction has been accomplished
with relative success.
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